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A nearby maple tree and hydro pole were burned to a height of more than two meters when 
vandals doused this canoe with gasoline and set it ablaze last Saturday morning. The fami- 
ly car, on!y a few feet away, was undamaged. In dry weather, however, the fire could have ig- 
nited nearby trees, possibly destroying the home and causing the deaths of those inside. 
Police investigate bizarre fire 
doused a 16-foot ries,"sald Coosemans when ex- 
amitiing his 16-year-old burned 
out canoe. The canoe can be re- 
placed for about $700, he says, 
and will probably be covered by 
insurance. But his family, in- 
cluding his 11 and 14-year-old 
daughters, were ;asleep in the 
rear of the house when the van- ~ 
i Vand~s 
catioe with gasoline at 4703 
Straume early last Saturday and 
lit .it on fire. The canoe was 
destroyed and nearby trees, a 
hydro pole and plastic garbage 
can were damaged by the fire. 
Had it been a few weeks earlier 
during dry weather, the blaze 
could easily have ignited nearby dais struck. "If it had been a 
fire mayev,en have cost lives. Coosemans says the 4700 
"That's the least of my wor- block Straume is a quiet neigh- 
trees and destroyed the home of 
Jose Coosemans. Because the 
Vandals struck early in the morn- 
S ,  between 3 and 6 a.m., the 
week or two earlier, when the 
bushes were dry, itwould have 
burned half the house before we 
even new what was happening." 
borhood and under normal cir- 
cumstances his neighbor's dog 
would have barked, warning of 
the intruders. The dog, which 
was always chained in the back- 
yard, ~however, went missing at 
four days earlier and hasn't been 
seen since. Even checks of the 
animal shelter have failed to 
turn up the missing dog, and 
Coosemans wonders i f  the two 
incidents are connected. RCMP 
Staff Sergeant G. Woods says a 
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Sunday shopping law 
- -  this could be it 
TERRACE --  City council's 
Finance Committee has sent a 
proposed bylaw regulating Sun- 
day store hours back to council 
for a final discussion - -  a deci- 
sion may be made .on it next 
Monday night. 
The committee didn't offer 
approval for the bylaw but they 
didn't suggest any changes 
either. If adopted, the bylaw 
would require stores to close at 
12 noon on Sunday rather than5 
p.m. as they are now. 
The committee received 
several last-minute submissions 
during their Tuesday lunch hour 
meeting, and one of those came 
from Carroll MacLean of L&C 
Management, property man- 
agers for Skeena Mall. MacLean 
described: what. he~ c.ai l~ the~ 
positive ~con0mic perspectives 
of Sunday shopping and then 
pointed out that Terrace• i~ a 
community of open, friendly 
people andan important 
regional center serving a large 
Northwest population. His latter 
comments were derived from the- 
"Visitors' Guide to Terrace" 
available from a number of busi- 
nesses in town. 
MaeLean says L&C Manage- 
ment has done a two-month 
survey and claim that between 
3,000 and 4,800 people shop at 
Skeena Mall every Sunday. The 
survey is based on counts of peo- 
ple:enter~g the mall on July 30, 
Aug. 6 and 27, Sept. 24 and Oct. 
8. MacLean then urged the com- 
mittee to recommend to council 
that Sunday shopping should 
not be regulated, but to no avail. 
• "We strongly believe that it: 
(Sunday shopping) is goodfdr: 
Terrace,,' MacLean told the 
iTer.race: Review~ following the 
meeting. "We recognize the 
emotional issues involved and 
they will never meet." In the 
meantime, says MacLean, "We 
will have to walt and see which 
way council will vote." 
Government says 
road to gold a go 
The B.C. and federal governments have taken a ten, 
tative first step in creating overland access to the Iskut 
River valley gold fields. The questions remaining are 
when it will be built and who's going to pay for it. 
In a joint statement last Fri- discussions regarding who will 
day the federal and provincial pay what proportion of the road 
ministers of energy, mines and building costs. "The private sec- 
resources, Jake Epp and Jack tor will probably be paying the 
Davis, revealed the findings of a lion's share," he predicted. 
consultant's report recommend- Government involvement will 
ing a road up the Iskut River include the federal Ministry of 
from Bob Quinn Lake to the Energy and Mines, its provincial 
Bronson Creek airstrip as being counterpart, and the Ministry o f  
the soundest route to provide ac- Forests. A road into the area will • 
cess to the booming mine and open up new tracts of timber for 
exploration area. Considera- logging. 
tions in the decision were cost, The concept is strictly in- 
environmental impact and dustrial. "It's not envisioned as 
"regional  development a public road," Henderson ex- 
reasons", plalned. "We are looking at a 
The proposed route would in- single lane road with turn-outs, 
volve building 75 kilometers of designed for " professional 
ail-weather industrial road at an drivers." 
estimated cost of about $12.5 Henderson said the ministry 
million, will engineer the road-building 
Irwin Henderson, a public af- agreement in a way that prevents 
fairs officer with the B.C. a repeat of the Cheni resource : 
Ministry of Energy, Mines and road situation. Several months 
Petroleum Resources, said the ago controversy erupted north 
next move will be further en- of Smithers when the mmmgc- 
vironmental impact studies and continued on page 2 
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mentof  ~e Cheni gold mine, a As a result of its key position 
stdke in the Toodoggoneregion, ina l l  this, wrangell is.nOsY:the ' 
began charging tolls and restrict, 
ing access onthe road leading in, 
• to themine, despite the fact that 
it was built partially with public 
money .... 
Alaskans still cons ldedng 
: :  .:Panhandle route 
TheIskut  study chose the 
direct route from Bob Quinn 
from among rive possibilities,~ 
one of which would have con- 
nected with art extension of the 
existing toll road that runs up 
the Bradfield Canal on the 
Alaskan Panhandle south of 
Wrangell, creating access from 
the west into the gold fields in- - 
stead of Highway 37 to the east. 
That route was rejected in the 
study, but the Alaskansare still 
working on it. 
Although it's an American 
city, Wrangell's location and  
facilities have made it far and 
away the most heavily used traf- 
fic and transfer center .for 
materials headed into the Iskut 
mining area. Most. commodities, 
inc luding suppl ies and 
machinery, going from the south 
coast o the Iskut valley arrive at 
the port of Wrangell by barge or 
freighter• and are then trans- 
ferred to the airport and flow, 
into one of the numerous 
airstrips in the valley gold 
camps. 
That route is less expensive 
for the mine operators than the 
second busiest airport in Alaska 
interms of international traffic. 
The volume of intgrnational 
flights, according to figures pre- 
pared by the ¢~ty's former 
econOmiC developmenti~ officer, 
Went;!from ;279 itf~i986 to7,372. 
in 1989 (fi~gures f~r April 1 to 
April l). In  1988'89 the flights 
carried•12.6 milli0n pounds of 
cargo, ~ purchased$2.5 million oT 
fuel and other goods and ser- 
vices, spurred the establishment 
of three new businesses and 20 
new jobs, and put an estimated 
$15 million into the Wrangell 
economy. 
That's all from Northwest 
B.C. mining activity. 
The Terrace Review at- 
tempted to find out what. the 
value ofthe mining industry is to 
Terrace, Smithers and region. 
The economic development of- 
ricers for both the City of Ter- 
race and the Regional District of ~ 
Kitimat-Stikine were out of 
town, but the administrators for 
both bodies indicated they knew 
of no such studies. 
Two weeks ago the Alaskan 
state Department of Transport 
held a_ public meeting in 
Wrangell to see how the locals 
felt about a resource road 
through the Bradfield Canal cor- 
ridor. 
Mille McKinnon. the state's 
The control arm of the CNR traffic control gate at the Kenney St. crossing Is often damaged 
by commercial vehicles. But it's note" CNR problem.., the city has to pay the repair bill. 
Above, a lone CN flagman patrols the crossing after a logging truck destroyed the control 
arm last Wednesday afternoon - -  and the city's bill just keeps growing. 
City seeks cure for arm repairs 
TERRACE -- The city• is re- 
sponsible for damage to the 
CNR traffic control gate at the 
Kenney St. crossing, and they're 
looking for a solution to the ex- 
pense of repairing the control 
arm. which is: often damaged by 
commercial vehicles, Some city 
aldermen believe ICBC should 
foot the bill, but as alderman 
Ruth Hallock points out, you 
first have to beable to prove 
carelessness, he says, it's just blame only truck drivers. Most 
that the trucks are so long that city aldermen say they have wit- 
the rear of the trailer snags the nessed motorists of questionable 
lowering control arm even when • intelligence driving an "S"  pat- 
they begin crossing the tracks 
• before the lights begin to flash. 
"Sometimes it's not that easy to 
avoid,', he says. 
• Council also agrees, and con- 
cluded that it may not be fair to 
tern through the lowered gates in 
order to beat the train. The 
Public Works Committee is 
reviewing the problem and will 
soon offer a recommendation 
for coun~H to consider. 
B~C.-side altern~..~ives, which in- regional environmental, co- which vehicle~ .caused the. 
~ . . . . . .  " " "" ~' " e. ;: =<~ "~" : volve a combmation of road or ordinator, calls it a scopmg damag . . . . . .  ,. ,~ _ 
m~e shipping, followed by air process'~ at thi~ pointi "We .~Ci ty / iadmin!~r~t~r  ~B0b 
operator~ of the Johnny Moun- 
ta in .mme,  originally began 
transporting materials by road 
to the Bob~Qulnn Lake airstrip 
on.Highway 37, from which the 
goods were. flown a relatively 
short distance into the camp. 
The B.C. Ministry of Trans- 
por ta t ion  and Highways, 
however, put restrictions on the 
hours that aircraft could move 
out of  the Bob Qulnn strip due 
to conflicts with road traffic. 
The Bob Quinn strip is now 
being moved and upgraded, but 
in the intervening time Wrangell 
has become• the established 
transfer center on the north 
coast for the lskut valley. 
feasibility, we don't yet know 
what the cost would be, there are 
several environmental questions, 
and there are social impacts to 
consider. The people in 
Wrangell and Ketchikan certain- 
ly seem to be in favor of it, 
though." 
McKinnon said there have 
been preliminary discussions 
• with Canadian agencies because 
the road would obviously have 
to connect o something on the 
Canadian side of the border. 
"We're working with Canadian- 
officials to see how this might fit 
into their planning. We want to 
figure out what Canadians think 
of this," he said. 
HOME-BASED BUSINESS WOl: 
The Honourable Elwood N. Veitch, I~,,,,,o~, v, 
Regional Development, in partnership with theTerrace 
and District Chamber of Commerce is offering an eight 
hour home-based business workshop. By helping 
fledgling businesses to use the home as a short term 
incubator, British Columbia's future big businesses 
can get a safe and sure start. Details for the workshop 
are as follows: 
about the-problem,~ and one  
possible so lu t io~:~ be to do ': 
• away with the ~f f i c  corn?el 
arm altogether. This would leave•-< 
only the flashing red lights and 
bell as a warning of oncoming i 
trains, but that could also bring 
back an older problem.' It could 
mean the city would have to re- 
scind their Anti-Whistling Bylaw 
controlling the Kenney St. cross- 
ing, bringing •renewed com- 
plaints of noise. 
Alderman Danny ~Sheridan 
has another solution: replace the 
fragile arm with a steel girder. 
This, he believes, would stand 
upunder the onslaught of traffic 
and any offender would be the 
loser. Realistically,-however, 
alderman Bob Cooper sympa- 
thizes with the truckers. It's not 
; 'THE TSIMSHIAN 
TRIBAL COUNCIL 
Cordially Invites You 
To Attend Their 
2ND ANNUAL CONFERENCE 
Prince Rupert Civic Centre 
Auditorium, Prince Rupert, B.C. 
NOVEMBER 2, 3 & 4, 1989 
DAILY FROM 9:00 A.M. to 5:00 • P.M. 
4535 Greig Avenue. Terrace, B.C. VgG IM7 
DATE:  
T IME:  
PLACE:  
FEE:  
Contact :  
Friday, October ~0, 1989 
Saturday, October 21, 1989 
Friday, 5:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. 
Saturday, 8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. 
Northwest Community College. 
Room 2001 
$25.00 (Includes manual 
and refreshments). 
Mrs. Bobble  Phi l l ips : •" " " 
Bus iness  In format ion Of f i cer - , ,  
- Terra~,-&;DiStdct Chamber oflCommeme 
.... ' ~" - 635-2063 " - , . ,  • J • 
I t  
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may sink mill, Westar says 
/A  Ministry o f  Forests policy Order rescinded since February' to-make up sli0rtfalis, he said, 
that allows virtually unlimited Of this year,'but he said the up- and the foreign buyers are mak- 
• export •of raw logs from the shot of a series of letters is that 
North Kaium Timber Supply Forests Minister Dave Parker 
Area may •result in the closure of "is not prepared to review the 
Westar's awmill in Kitwanga s policy". 
soon as the beginning of next Under ministry policy ra~' log 
year. exports are allowed if the logs 
Reg Thurlborn, woodlands are surplus to domestic require- 
manager for Westar in Kit- ments, if they cannot be pro- 
wanga, said yesterday the corn- cessed economically within the 
pany can't compete with the province, or if the export would 
prices offshore buyers are pay- result in better utilization of the 
ing for sawlogs from the North wood. Thurlborn said he hasn't 
Kalum. l i  ~ Westar can't find been able to find out Which of 
160,000 cubic meters of timber the three conditions the North 
to make up the annual shortfall Kalum export polic~, meets. 
in  supply needed to feedlthe Westar has its own timber 
mill, at least one shift will be 10st supply in the form of one forest 
and the entire operation may be license agd a tree• farm license, 
closed. Up to 120 jobs could be but Thurlborn said the supply 
lost, a staggering blow for the isn't adequate. They have a 
small; malnlynative community, long-term purchasing agreement 
Exports of raw timber have with Terrace-based Tay-M Log, 
been largely •discouraged by the ging, one of the major license- 
ministry in recent imes, but the holders in the'North Kalum, and 
North Kalum is the one excep- Thurlborn said they have also 
tion in the province - -  Thurl- done spot purchasing inthe past 
born says licensees are still al- with Stewart,based Buffalo 
lowed an aggregate export of 1.3 Head and Orenda, the two other 
million cubic meters per year big operators. I t ' s  Small 
under the terms of an Order in Business Enterprise license 
Council signed four years ago .  holders that the Kitwanga mill 
He's been lobbying to have the has depended on in  the past 
recently by Minister of Ad-  
vanced Education SiXth Hagen, 
As quoted in the Globe and Mall 
on Oct. 2, Hagen's comments 
are completely inappropriate, 
says Stewart. 
What has Stewart upset is the 
fo.~lowing: "In the Interior peo- 
ple don't think of educatio n be- 
yond Grade 12. The questions 
they askat the end Of the day 
are, 'How many trees did you 
cut today?' or 'How'were things 
down in the mine?'." 
According to the • Globe and 
Mail article, Hagen, who lives in 
Vancouver Island's Comox 
Valley, never even mentioned 
the north and that may have 
Hagen: 'interior doesn't 
think of education' • , , , - , / .  
~::( Roy Stewart,. President of the ,i.told ~the Ol0be,~td~,Mail,!~his~ 
Interi,or University Society, is a comment is open to interprets- 
little miffed by a remark made tion. But according to Stewart, 
in light of the recent loss of a 
seat in. the Cariboothe govern- 
mentshould be very concerned 
about keeping their remaining 
s~ats in the north. He says the 
government should indicate 
publicly that Hagen's comments 
do not reflect Socred opinion of 
the people of the North. 
Stewart says the Society 
"knows" they have full support 
for a University of the North 
from 92 percent of Northerners 
and this has been proven by an 
October, 1988 Angus Reid 
survey. "How can a Minister o f  
the Crown say these things 
about people's attitudes in the 
North in light of this finding," 
Stewart even more upset. In- says Stewart. "People who l ive 
stead, an apparently optimistic and  work here should be con- 
Hagen told Globe and Mail cerned that a Minister respon- 
reporter Or!and French that new sible for post-secondary and 
universities serving the interior university education can• have 
may emerge from degree- this level of ignorance about at- 
granting colleges in KamlOops, titudes in the North." 
Kelowna and Nanaimo. But not Stewart encourages .everyone 
tomorrow:-"when those con- to express in writing their own 
tracts (for university transfers, opinions on the matter, adding 
programs) expire at the end of 
10 years," Hagen told French. 
Besides olving all our educa- 
tional needs, these interior 
universities may solve another 
problem, Interior and northern 
regions are envious of the Lower 
Mainland, and that translates in- 
to population migration, Hagen 
that the creation of a University 
of the North can only come 
about if the political will is pres- 
ent. "The people of the North • 
must express their will in order 
to bring home to the government 
that a university is required," 
says Stewart. 
Police nab school vandals 
Serious damage to E.T. Ken- 
ney Primary School was averted 
last Sunday night thanks to a 
Tolsecsecurity s stem and fast 
action by police, 
-SchOol principal Al Shepherd 
says three minors broke into the 
school at about 9:30 a.m. and 
were in the process of "throwing 
things around" in the gym- 
nasium and nearby classrooms 
when police arrived, Because of 
the quick action, the youths' 
were detained and will be dealt 
with by the justice system. 
ing them offers they• can't 
refuse. 
Top grade sawlogs are being 
l~ought by Japanese, Korean and 
Chinese agents for up to $150 
per cubic meter, •double and 
sometimes triple what Westar 
can affort to pay. With the 
restrictions laid over the past 
year on export log markets in 
other areas of B.C., Thurlborn 
believes the export dealers have 
moved into the North Kalum. 
"We don't want anyone to 
think we're looking for a gift. 
We're willing to pay, but we 
want to compete on a fair basis 
with other domestic producers," 
he said. 
When asked if Westar could 
apply for another forest license 
on its own, Thurlborn replied 
that there is no unallocated 
timbe left in the region. 
Minister of Forests Dave 
Parker was in the Nass Valley 
yesterday and unavailable for 
comment. 
Thurlborn will be making a 
presentation to the Regional 
District of Kitimat-Stikine board 
tMs weekend in an effort to gain 
their support for Westar's bid to 
have export restrictions placed 




ching unemployed peopi-e with others who needed work'done. 
The Provincial government killed the grant hat kept the pro, • 
gram going in 1983. She still puts together Christmas hampers 
for the needy, but she says she'll require some help to do it 
again this year. Juanita has been a member of the Chamber of 
Commerce for 28 years, a member of the B.C. Safety Coun- 
cil, and she has been recognized by the Queen for her compas- 
sion and assistance in helping the poor. Present at her birth, 
day dinner~iwere Eric Johanson, Bob Wilkinson, Betty 
Ruksys, Rita Simms and Heather and Bruce Gr~iydon. , 
HOHE BASED-BUSINESS WORKSHOP 
Join the 130,000 other people In Br i t i sh  Columbla who are running 
successful home-based buslnesses. 
Learn how to put your bustness together or learn the thtngs you 
never had time for when you started your business. 
i I 
Topics covered: How to make a~bustness plan . . . .  :,- 
Total Time - 8 hours COST: *25"00 : ~ r
Frtday, October 20, 1989, - 5:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.  ": ':~ . . . . . . . .  
Saturday. October 2,, , . , ,  -B :30  a.m. to I2:30 p.°.  
Location: Northwest Community Col,lege (Terrace Campus) ..... i :~ ~i,~ ;~'~-~,~ i~ '  ' 
Room 2002, (Cafeteria BUilding) " ~'•i i  ; 
Hondav. Oqtober 23. t989 : "OPEN HOUSE" -FBDB Branch 
' , ~ ~ 4641 Laze]le Avenue 
i i  ] 4.00 "p.m. - 6:00 p.m. 
Thursday. october ~6, 1989 . ~ - Dinner (Roast) and PRESENTATION . i  
"BUSINESS EXECUTIVE OF THE YEAR'* -  Innof  the West -6 :30  p.m. : , 
- Cost: (To Be Announced) 
~ Mlnletry of 
Regional Development 
~ .  THE CANADIAN CHAMBER 
OF COMMERCE 
ID Federa l  Bus ine Js  ~ • Development Bank 
- Host: Terrace Chamber of Commerce 
PRINCE RUPERT 
Tuesday. Nov@mber 7. 1989 . . . .  , Dinner and PRESENTATION 
"BUSINESS EXECUTIVE OF THE YEAR" -~ .The Crest Hotor Hotel - 6:30 p.m. 
~ Cost :  $15 per person 
' i : -  Host: Pr|nce Rupert Chamb~ ~.f Commerce 
Canad  
, 
Down the road we go... 
The B,C. government was in a self-congratulatory mood a few 
• days ago, announcing that at some p0int there will be a road 
built into the Iskut River gold fields. Now the dicey partbeglns 
as two levels of government and a whole host of resource corn- 
parties begin trying tO figure out who's going to pay for4t. 
That road, when it goes in, is going to change the frame of 
behavior for the mine servicing industry in this region. Develop- 
ing mines will be far less dependent on expensive air shipping of 
equipment and materials into their field operations. Transporta- 
tion*routes will redraw themselves, and new opportunities are go- 
ingto spring up. 
Terrace in particular and the B.C. government in general has 
not had what could be called a very pro-active history in going 
after those opportunities. AS indicated in this newspaper for the 
past two years, we've been beaten like gongs by the Alaskans on 
what should be our own turf at every turn in development. When 
Johnny Mountain, the first producing old mine in the 1980's 
Northwest gold rush, officially opened its mill last year there was 
no one from any level of Canadian government except one lone 
local representative present at the ceremonies. By contrast, it 
seemed like half the Alaskan government and business communi- 
ty flew in. That embarrassment is still fresh as we observe the 
continuing development in those mountains and try to find ways 
of cashing in on it and to fit it into the long-term health of the 
local and regional economy. 
It's going to take a bit more effort than has been exerted in the 
past. While the government was trying to figure out what to flu 
about he situation at the Bob Quinn Lake airstrip, thecargo 
transfer business for the mines ought another outlet and. found it 
at  Wrangell; and that's still where most of it is, although the 
road is going to change that. Another indication that we're per- 
forming at the low end o f  the scale when it comes to enterprising 
pursuit of business came last week, when we got figures down to 
the last aircraft movement from Wrangeli's (former) economic 
development officer --  the annual figures lately indicate $15 
million annually into that community from B.C. mine servicing. 
we  contacted local governments and the local, chamber ?f =com- 
mercehere to: findout whatit'sw0rth toTerrace, ~e~d n0.body~ ~,./.,,- 
seems' t0 know. 
Mining is a volatile businessat the best times, and governments 
and business are undei~standably re uctant to commit large in- 
vestments in roads, bridges, new equipment and facilities to ser- 
vice, an industry that could pull up stakes on short notice due to 
some unpredictable and ungovernable change in global markets. 
The average life of a gold mine in the Northwest may only be 
five years, but many analysts in the mineral field are forecasting 
that the 1990's will be the decade that base metals take off. In 
the midst of drilling results circulated frequently by' companie s" 
exploring the Northwest, promising figures for metals like copper. 
and zinc are often listed with the gold and silver assays. 
Those mines could be producing for a long time, and the 
Maskans are also talking about road access. 
Established May 1, 1965 
The Terrace Review Is published 
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VICTORIA --  Religion. 
It's a topicwhich smoulders 
just beneath the surface in B.C. 
politics these days, especially 
when discussing Social Credit 
and its enigmatic leader, Bill 
Vender Zalm. 
And at the Socreds' annual 
convention at the end of this 
month, religion could hit the 
headlines as the latest conten- 
tious issue within the divided 
party. 
Some years ago, the Socreds 
got rid of a reference in their 
constitution to "aparty found- 
ed on Christian principles or 
values". That was designed to 
refle~:t British Columbia's 
growth as a multi-cultural 
province which welcomes al l  
races, creeds and colors. 
Now, however, Vender 
Zalm's Richmond running 
mate, Nick "The Puppet" 
Leeuen, has introduced a rec- 
ommendation for the conven- 
tion tar reinstate the Christian- 
principle clause. 
If it gets to the open floor of 
the convention at Vancouver's 
push Pro.Pacific Hotel Oct. 26 
to 28, all hell will break loose 
- -  if you'll excuse the expres- 
sionl 
Some of the staunch Socred 
delegates who happen to be of 
the Jewish or Sikh persuasion 
are :prepared to rise up ~/nd 
raise Cain over the issue. They 
believe Loenen and those who 
favor a reference to Christian 
values are lurching backward 
rather than striding forward 
when it comes to accepting 
other beliefs, and to realizing 
that Social Credit is not an 
elitist, all-white, Christians,only 
domain. 
Given Mr, Vender Zalm's 
penchant for pushing his beliefs 
as the only "right" ones -- 
politically and religiously - -  I 
fred it hard not to believe that 
the premier was involved in 
Nick the Loon's action. 
Remember, too, that Mr. 
Vender Zalm gave general sup- 
port to Loenen's proposal, tell- 
ing reporters that the idea of 
Christian values is more wide- 
ranging than just that religion. 
Nice try, Bill, but it won't sell. 
The latest on the issue is that 
there apparently will be an at- 
tempt o table the outrageous 
resolution, and several others, 
at the convention, in a bid to 
derail further angst and 
criticism of the premier. 
Among the many fascinating 
scenarious developing for the 
annual Sacred bunfight, that 
could be the most intriguing of 
all, Stay tuned. 
Sacred caucus chairman 
'Carol G in ,  the erstwhile 
Langley ML~, is f~cing*httacks 
on two fronts -- from the 
media and within her own con- 
stituency - -  as she tries to keep 
the raucous caucus together, 
whilst fighting off an ambitious 
local politician in her own con- 
stituency. 
Several of my media col- 
leagues have blasted Gran for 
mishandling the timing of the 
caucus meeting in the wake of 
the Socreds' humiliating defeat 
in ~e  Caribou last month, 
You will recall that Gran 
booked the session for Oct, 25,  
the day before the convention, 
but nearly five weeks after the 
by.election loss. Although only 
four or five concerned MLAs 
phoned her to have the meeting 
earlier, and Gmee McCarthy 
was publicly calling for a sea- 
stun sooner, Gran.tried to stick 
to her guns. Then came the 
four defections, which promp- 
ted Cabinet o agree to the 
emergency aucus meeting held 
on Oct. 6. 
The Oct. 25th plan was a 
mistake, an unwise pofitical er- 
ror, mid she's suffering the 
stings and arrows of outraged 
columnists and fellow MLAs 
because of it. But it's hardly a 
devastating, long-term blow for 
the forthright woman who has 
guided the caucus through two 
of its most tumultuous years 
ever. 
Watch for Grail to be in- 
cluded in the Zalm's new 
Cabinet - -  the long-overdue 
shuffle is likely to happen 
within a few weeks. But be 
very careful if you accuse her 
of supporting Vander Zalm just 
to get a Cabinet post... I truly 
believe that: she doesn't work 
or think that way, and you'll 
get a blast back, believe me. 
With Gran* involved on the 
provincial scene to such a 
degree, the homefires have 
been perhaps less well tended 
than usual. So:it isn't sur- 
prising to find a self-righteous, 
anti-abortionist named Johu 
Seholtem, a Langley Township 
alderman, signing up" members 
to prepare to take on Gran or 
running mate Dan Paterson for 
one of the Socred nominations 
for MLAs in the two new 
ridings. 
There are reports of 
members being signed up in 
churches, especially those 
publicly condemning abortion. 
Although such shenanigam ap- 
pear to be a local problem, I 
mention it here because it ra im 
suspicions that the one-issue 
continued on page 5 
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Sheer cost 
. .  - . • 
To the Editor; -. 
The local Co-op store has 
decided tO upgrade its premises 
in Terrace, and, with a limited 
amount of capital to carry:on a
project of this nature, has ac- 
cepted the lowest bid to do the  
work. While the workers for the 
successful bidder may have some 
sort of un ion,  i t  is not recog- 
nized as a unionized company by  
the imembei's o f  the well- 
organized union. 
The Terrace Co-op has been 
in business now for 45 years. 
Starting from scratch, i t  i has 
grown tobe a respected member 
of the local community busi- 
nesses. But its aim has  been to 
• give, service'to its members and 
the general l~ublic rather than to 
build a monument of  wealth. I. 
do not know if prices between 
Prince Rupert, Kitimat and Ter- 
race have been compared in re- 
cent years, but at one time 
regular price comparisons were 
• made and retail prices in Terrace 
GST fight still possible 
, To  the.]Editor; 
In January, 1991 -- a little 
m, e ra  year away -- the federal 
government will implement a 
nine percent sales tax on all 
"non-essential" goods and ser- 
vices. In  B.C., when added to• 
our six percent provincial sales 
tax, this means a total of 15 per- 
cent tax at the cash register. 
Many Canadians are feeling 
ineffective and powerless after 
the Free Trade vote. The Goods 
and Service Tax (GST-) is one 
more example of a decision that 
adversely affects the a~emge 
working person, and it is time 
for strong and unified voices to 
be raised in opposition. 
It seems fair that people with 
higher incomes pay higher taxes 
than those with lower incomes. 
The GST is a method of taxation 
where every person, regardless 
of income, pays an equal tax. 
Low income people are paying a 
repairs and services such as 
heating and light. 
The unions ar, e saying that this 
will cause further inflation. Four 
out of five women in the paid 
workforce are non-unionized 
workers~ They are in no position 
to bargain for wages that will 
keep pace with inflation. 
There is also the threat of lay- 
offs as consumption drops and 
demand for goods and services 
slows down. Layoffs tend to af- 
fect women most as they often 
have less job security. If jobs are 
generally scarcer, women will 
have a harder time re-entering 
the workforce after caring for 
children. 
Government admits that low- 
income people will be unfairly 
hit by the sales tax but offers to 
compensate with a rebate. The 
sales tax credit will be raised 
from $70 to $100 per adult, but 
according to Social Planning 
" :  . . . .  , . . r : ,  . .  
e ys'lower. So b w re a a I.. elieve, 
that in the years the Co-op has 
:been serving Terrace, it has 
saved the people in thi,~ trading 
area, at least $25 million. 
Because the construction com- 
pany that got the go-ahead to 
upgrade the  store is Considered 
non-union by the Northwest 
Carpenters, the latter 'are con- 
sidering boycotting the Co-op 
and asking other members to do 
likewise. This Could seriously af, 
feet the Co-op if enough 
members of the Carpenters or 
other Co-op members re- 
sponded. 
I am not anti-union, and I am 
old enough to remember how 
difficult conditions could be 
before there were strong unions. 
If the Co-op were putting up a 
new building where the workers 
could pick up their tools at 8 
a.m. and lay them down at 5 
p.m., a unionized contractor 
might have got the job. But .with 
the Co-op continuing to operate 
regular hours, much of the work 
will have to be done in the eve- 
nings or on Sunday, with wages, 
time-and-a-half or double-time, 
and the Co-op just couldn't af- 
ford the extra $200,000 entailed. 
If any of these unionized 
carpenters went to buy a car and 
one car company offered them a 
deal saving them several hun- 
dreddollars, I expect hat very, 
very:iew of tlm~ would enquire 
i f ' lh~eople ~)6rking for the car 
company were unionized. 
F. Frank, 
T(~rrace, B.C. 
Terrace Revie w-  Wed "esday, October 18, .I 9895: 
I have a news deficiency. At 
five o'clock when the television 
news is on, I'm de-boning a
naked chicken or doing some- 
thing equally disgusting with 
food. The kids are restless and 
noisy. Sometimes there's a
child to pick up from after- 
school sports or a friend's 
• house. I can never watch or 
listen to the news. Generally, 
that's ok, because for any ma- 
jor disasters they'll interrupt 
"Mr. Rogers". By the ten. 
o'clock news, I'm either yawn- 
ing or reading in bed. General- 
ly, though, I don't miss too 
much. 
But sometimes I worry about 
daylight savings time. 
Every spring and fall, I fret 
about missing the time change. 
I've memorized "spring for- 
ward, fall back", so I know 
which way to move the clocks, 
but when to do it? I never 
know. And I wonder, does 
everyone lse know? 
What if I miss the announce- 
ment, and I 'm the only one 
who doesn't know what time it 
really is? Boy, would I feel 
dumb. Somehow, every year 
somebody remembers to tell 
me, generally a few hours 
before:die actUal,night:of -- ~ .... 
change, And every year, I
think, "WhewI", I made it 
again. Nobody found out how 
stupid I really am. 
The way 
i i t  see  . . .  
by Stephanle Wlebe 
It seems like everyone lse 
watches the news and known 
when this time change is com- 
ing. They also know what the 
weather will be like tomorrow, 
and how the stock market is 
doing. To me, life is always a 
surprise. 
"Oh, look, dear, It's snow= 
ingI" I'll say. 
"Well, of course. The 
weather man predicted three 
feet by tomorrow." 
"Oh."-While the weather- 
man was predicting that, I was 
dancing with a four-year-old to 
"Sharon, Lois and Brain" 
songs, peeling carrots during 
the breaks. 
I don't know why this is so 
important to me, but I'd feel 
totally embarrassed if I missed 
the time change and was an 
hour ahead of everyone lse. I 
always thought hat after giving 
birth, nothing could ever em- 
barrass me again, but missing 
this would definitely do it. 
So this year, I've done some 
research. According to the 
Canadian Corpus 1989 
Almanac, we move back to 
Pacific Standard time on the 
last Sunday of October. Got it? 
Push the little hand back one 
number before you go to bed 
"onOctobef'28th;'YoU isrObably 
knew that. 
There's" probably a war going 
on somewhere that I don't 
know about either. Sigh. 
higher percentage of their in- and Research Council of KC.,  a 
come in tax than wealthy people, nine percent tax on the bare B i ke  rs  
And since women make on minimum of expenses for a 
average 66 percent what men do, single mother (excluding movies, b r l-ng h o 
thistax strongly affects women, recreation, outings),-would be m (~ 
Brian Mulr0ney wiU pay the $151.30 in a year. This offer of a h tv~y'l'~ll~ 
same tax as a single mother with $100 rebate is insulting, t e 
three children. At the same time, The poverty line for a family CHILDREN'S DENTAL EMERGENCIES 
corporations are allowed tax of three is $21,245. However, To the Editor; The beginning of a new school year brings tomind schoolyard ac- 
loopholes, only families with incomes of On behalf of the Roadrunners tlvities and unfortunate Injuries to the mouth that may be sustained 
from energetic play. When a dental trauma occurs as the result of an When asked what is going to less than $18,000 may apply for Motorcycle Club, I want to accident, a little knowledge may prevent permanent damage to your 
be taxed, government tends to the credit. In addition, low- thank the many people who child's teethand mouth. 
respond with a list of exemp- income people need money now, helped make this year's Seventh • Johnny falls on the school steps and bangs a front tooth, which later 
tions. They do  not answer not •every three tnonths, and it is Annual Toy  Run such a great turns dark. The discoloration is an indication that the pulp, or soft in- 
ner tissue, of the tooth has  been injured. The damaged pulp 
hydro, heating oil, dial~hragms, a hassle to f i l l  out the govern-  success on  Sept. 30. represents a possible source.of infection that should be assessed 
condoms, children's, clothes, ment forms. For the seventh time, the Inn and monitored by a dentist. Similarly, if the tooth is loosened in an 
diapers, haircuts, telephone, How can our voices be heard? of the West allowed us to take accident, immediate attention is also required. The dentist may 
• recommend attaching a splint to the tooth to prevent its loss. 
stamps and postal, services, Don't be afraid of discussions over their lobbY and were kind What if your child has a tooth knocked out by accident? If it is a per- 
plumbing and home repairs, about taxes. Remember the ~ enough to host us all as well! manent tooth, .there is a good chance it can be successfully 
boots and shoes, books, movie basic principle of fair taxation: A great many toys and nearly replanted If you act quickly. A clean tooth should be placed back in 
. the tooth socket - -  if it is not too painful and the child iso ld enough tickets, McDonald's, sanitary taxes should be based on ab i l i ty  $2,000Were turned over to Cap- to hold it ih place - -  otherwise, d.eDosit it in a container of milk. In 
napkins and tampons, coffins, to pay. Encourage groups to tain Harker. of the Salvation either case, do not clean or handle the tooth roots, and take the chlld 
funeral services and much, muck make statements to the govern- Army,. due to the energy and and tooth to the dentist immediately. The child should receive pro- 
, fessional attention within 30 minutes for best results; the prognosis, more. Although rent, prescrip- ment.Wfite to the government generosity of more than 160 if treatment is delayed beyond 2 hours, is not good. 
tion drugs, medical and dentar personally. Visit the Women's motorcyclists. If your child knocks a "baby" tooth out, take him or her tothe dentist 
services and childcare are ex- Centre at 4542 Park Ave. t0sign To  those motorcyclists we give as soon as possible for examination, but don't expect the tooth to be 
amples of exemptions, prices for a petition. Don't give up! our.biggeSt "Thank You". Our put back. Bring•the tooth with you so the dentist can see If the whole 
tooth came grit or whether it broke inside the gums. A space main. 
these necessities wil l  auto' ~ Mary Bowering, club organizes the Toy Run, but tainer may be recommended to replace thetooth until the permanent 
matically go up as the service Terrace Women's without all of you, the motor- tooth comesln, thus keeping the remaining teeth from drifting out of 
providers pay taxes on supplies, Resource Centre; cyclists, bikers, riders or place. 
• • . . . . . .  i: . . - '  ~ '> :: . ' Injuries that result in a broken tooth should be attended to right ........ ' whoever, it would be a very ' : away. Gently clean'any dirt or debris from the injured area with warm 
..... '~ ~'• ~ ' short parade, water. Apply cold compresses or ice to the face over the injured 
• . . Special recognition has to be tooth to keep swelling down, and take the child immediately to the Pifer dentist for examination. A crown or cap may be required if the 
• " "  continl ' i. " .,.." made for those many riders who damage is severe, but minor restorations may be made by "bonding" 
• joined us from Houston to plastic material to the tooth. 
wonders may be doing the ,  i!': his apt~e~ance before an :~ Prim:e Rupert and from IOtimat Nothing short of locking children In their room will keep them com- i:: 
same throughout he provincel elementarysch0ol i¢lass. Want- to Stewart. They all helped us pletely safe from oral Injury. However, by teaching them to play safe- 
ly on the schoolyard, while skateboarding, bicycling or diving into 
with the tacit approval of their ing to ensur6that they pro- make the community aware that the swimming pool, you can help protect hem. Discourage children 
idol, Mr. Vander Zalm, B.C.'s nounced Lieutenant in the the Christmas season is coming from eating hard items such as popcorn kernels, ice or nutshells. 
best-known anti-abortionist. British manner, not American, and it's time to think and work Make sure seat belts, sports mouthguards, and approved Infant 
• carseats are used. And If, despite your good advice, yourchild sus. ¢,  ) ,  
he stressed the Left-tenant toward a good holiday for  tains oral injury, know what to do to give him or her the best chance 
Parting Thought: B.C,'s way of saying it.  Image his sur- everyone, for permanent recovery, i 
Lieutenant-Governor David prise and delight to receive Again, thank you alllt Information within this column is not intended to diagnose or plan ~/i 
Lain told the annual (,lack) thank.you letters from the " SusanKaulbecl~, President, treatment: readers should consult their dentist for individual denta l :  ~ 
, care. Beaders' questions are welcome. Please write: Word of MoUtlt,. 
Webster Foundation dinner last eight-year-olds which began: : Roadrunners Motorcycle • . , • . f '  
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SShool musiccl ass 
 " ar more than sound 
Contributed by School 
Distdct 88 
The value of a musical com- 
ponent in the education of our 
youth is often overlooked. 
Academics prepare students for 
a post-secondary degree and 
Professional careers, trades pro- 
grams provide others the oppor- 
tunity to enter directly into the 
work foi'ce following gradua- 
tion, physical education pro- 
rides exercise and helps mold a 
health-oriented lifestyle. So who 
needs music? 
The value of teaching 
academics, trades and health are 
obvious and easily understood 
by most parents. If they were to 
consider their own definition of 
a "well-rounded" student, 
however, they may discover 
something missing in their 
child's education. The goals of 
the secondary music program 
may be as abstract as calculus, 
but taking a few moments to 
consider their value is an exer- 
cise well worth the time. 
First, consider your own 
musical experience during your 
teenage years. You may not have 
had any formal training, 
perhavs:~0nyl.the hit parade on 
the r," d{b and :~he odd school 
dance. But you have to admit, 
music .was p~obably the hub 
• ~ound whicfi your social life 
moods. Communication, im- 
possible with spoken words, that 
knows no political or cultural 
barriers: and is intthe truest sense 
of the' word,~ "timeless". 
Remember those old rock 'n' 
roll songs? They, are in a,sense, 
your life; and they are listened to 
by all ages world wide. "Your" 
songs will remain in history 
forever, marking your genera- 
tion on  the scale of time. 
An understanding of music in 
this sense, though, is only half 
of the story. There's omething 
else to music that provides a 
more instant reward to a stu- 
dent's •character. Music is in- 
tellectual. Music is a study of 
history in itself, with a 
theoretical discipline as rigid as 
addition, but which offers at the 
same time all the freedom of im- 
agination. Music demands team- 
work. This is a trait th~ 
required in almost eve 
endeavor and there is 
training than the proi 
ism required in music. 
music promotes elf-co 
in a way few other activ 
Theory, history, 
heritage, life styles, nati 
intel lect, commun~ 
awareness, ski~ deve 
teamwork, self-~iscipfi 
confidence, expressi 
many more words couh 
circled. Music was probably the to describe the value 
topic of many idle discussions Tr~ finding anothe~ 
that offered a sense oldtie"]o'fig--, ~h'~r~ you ~ p ~  
ing, a sense of identity,Mfisic value into a .single c 
was probably the key io feeling 
important as an individual in an 
adult-dominated world. 
If a little reminiscing brings 
back good memories you 
already-understand the value of 
music.., you  only have to 
transform those thoughts to a 
"more global scale. You can find 
cultural identity in music, both 
your own and that of others. 
You can discover the emotions 
of a nameless composer who liv- 
ed centuries ago or experience an 
event hrough another's eyes. 
This is the true value of music; 
a form of expression that 
transmits emotions and visions 
• with changing rhythms and 
study. Once you uz 
this, you may want to encourage 
your own children to get in- 
volved in music andyou may 
even become involved yourself. 
A few students may go on to 
musical careers, but that's not 
necessarily where the emphasis 
should lie. Developing character 
and producing ,well-rounded 
adults" who have a better 
understanding of life itself is 
what music is all about. 
In a future article, we'll take a 
look at what's happening locally 
in the Secondary Music Program 
and ways in which you may be 
able to help. 
% 
=3' ? 
CATCH THE ACT ION 
Visit the Northern Motor Inn, for 
nightly entertainment. Come to" 
where the ACTION is. 
$086 Hwy. 16 Eost 
635-6~75 
Academics prepare students for a post-secondary degree. Trades programs provloe omers 
for the work force• Physical education provides exercise and helps mold a health oriented 
lifestyle• So who needs music? There's more value for students than just learning an instru- 
ment. 
Local newspapers give'feeling 
of ownership' to readers 
JOYCE CARLSON: A unique 
position when compared to~ 
any other medium. 
Contributed by 
BCYCNAsteff 
Community newspapers hold 
a unique position when com- 
pared to any other medium, says 
the new president of the B.C. & 
Yukon CommunityNewspapers 
Association. 
Joyce Carlson, publisher of 
the Golf Islands Driftwood at 
Ganges, B.C., says there is a 
strong feeling of ownership 
among community newspaper 
readers. 
They depend on community 
newspapers for information 
about heir neighbors and events 
in the towns or cities in which 
they live, said Carlson, who was 
elected uring the association's 
annual meeting recently in Van- 
couver. 
"High readership o~f* c0m- 
munity uewspapers makes them 
a valtl~b|e media buy for ~/d~er' 
tigers who wisll to get a ~essage 
across to abroadl range of peo- 
ple," she added~ :' : ~ 
Tile 95:m~ifil~r  association's 
annua l  c~onvention d~ew 
newspaper repreSefitatives from 
all over B.C. and the Yuk0n. 
The meeting offered a number 
of seminars in management, 
editorial and sales, elected anew 
slate of officers and Saw member 
newspapers ecognized for ex- 
cellence in various departments 
with the presentation of an 
awards program. 
Newspapers are divided into 
eight circulation categories for 
the general excellence s ction of 
the competition. Several premier 
awards are offered as well, in 
photography, advertising design 
and other areas. 
Another feature of the con- 
vention was the presentation f
scholarships valued at $7,000 to 
students at various post- 
secondary institutions in B.C. 
Other members elected to the 
board of directors were: Bob 
Grainger, Cariboo Press, first 
vice-president; Tom Siba, Now 
Newspaper Group, second vice- 
president; Manfred Tempel- 
may~,  Is land Pubhshers ,  
Secre~'~treasurer; Luke vors- 
terinans,~100 Mile House Free 
~ :]~r~s~' pas~t':j~'resident; ' Barba/a 
~u l i s ,  shr~Te~ ~ Leader; Eric 
C~rdw'eil, ~:Vaficouver East= 
I~nder,Wes'tEnder; Jeff den: 
Biesen: Bridge River-Lillooet 
News; Dave Gamble, Summer- 
land Review; George LeMasur- 
ier, Como~District Free Press; 
Andrew Lynch, Victoria Mon- 
day Magazine; Denis Stanley, 
Arrow Lakes News; and Mark 
Twyford, Terrace Review. 
The newspaper association 
Operates a one-order, one-bill 
advertising placement service on 
behalf of its members, as well as 
a blanket classified advertising 
program, through which 
classified advertising can be pur- 
chased in all 95 member papers. 
Total member circulation of 
the BCYCNA is almost 1.5 
million. 
'" EVEI 
~: i~ ~'~';," ~"~:~ up) 
~y 10 wes~ 
AT 4:~0 P.M. 
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~!~i ~ !I MONDAY: T~!~H,0ckey  
::,<~ ~ ~ , TUESDAY. K~eFf l~h~p Society 
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[ Oomo$ .... :• ~ Kinsmen Club (Al!~mate): 
I "" *:;~:?'~r~'~:'; Fhank~youl Have a [ 
- :" ' ' ~= ~'~", ":-~ " i  . . . . . .  . . :  ' " Ter race  Rev iew- -  Wednesday, 
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etSbiggeSlc.hunkof regional funds, 
The' Kitimat-Stikine Regional equipment and minor capita[ spent by the Regional Hospital by bothh0spitals to be a major improvements. :~:~ 
Hospital District's Section 20(2)projects in Terrace, Kitimat District, however, the Ministry improvement in technical ser- Major expenses otherl than 
fund. has been nearly depleted', Hazelton and Stewart hospitals, of Health contributed $936,300, vices. X-ray equipment at Kitimat 
but in ihe words of director Of the .$497,233 available for bringing Section 20(2) health The balance of Mills Memori- General were $23,200 in.secon, 
Les Watmough, "We've done 1989, only a little over $20,000 care improvements in 1989 to al's 1989 upgrade included over dary equipment and $15,192 for 
well." remains. The four  hospitals just over $1.4 million. Mills $125,000 in new Intensive Care theinstallation f a backup elec- 
Section 20(2) funds are used have been advised that this men. Memorial Hospital in Terrace Unit monitors, a $94,400 diag- trical generating system. An 
bythe regional hospital district, ey will be used for emergencies received the fion's share of the nostic mammography unit, ocular ultrasound evice, anaes- 
in conjuction with funding from only. total funding: over three- $35,000 in mobile shelving for thetic machine, X-ray processor 
the Ministry of Health, for In addition to the monies quarters of a milfion dollars, the records department and and upgraded emergency en- 
Next came Kitimat General with $16,700 in secondary equip- trance were the major improve- 
almost a half million dollars in ment. Secondary equipment in- merits at Wrinch Memorial. In 
~"  ~ r G I K  ' f NO- - -  - -  ~ ~ lrlr " improvements, and then Wrinch eludes items such as surgical. Stewart, $30,000 was spent on 
Memorial with $90,493, Stewart tools, which are not covered secondary equipment and an- 
General with $45,472 and the under the Ministry of Health other $6,500 for renovations, 
by Ralner Glannolla Nass Valley Health Centre with cost-sharing formula. Some of The budgeting process for the 
Certified Data Processor $10,685. the new services, available with distribution of 1990 Section 
• For the local taxpayer, the this equipment, such as mam- 20(2) funds will begin soon and 
breakdown is different due to mography examination, are all five centers have a long 
the fact the provincial govern- used by the entire region and priorized list of improvements 
merit has a different funding considered regional health care from which to choose., 
formula for different ypes of 
equipment and minor capital N e w h a w k  p a s s e s  Stage I 
projects. In tax dollars, the 
I 
regional hospital district The provincial government November. Results from the 
gave $535,544 to Mil ls has given approval in principle ,~ummer program included an 
Memorial, $348,455 to Kitimat to the Stage I environmental nd 84.6-foot intersection in the re- 
General,. $51,494 to Wrinch socio-economic impact assess- cently discovered R-8 zone that 
Memorial, $38,581 to Stewart merit for the Newhawk-Oranduc graded 7.472 ounces of gold per. 
Oeneral and $4,274 tO the Nass joint venture Sulphurets gold ton. 
• Valley Health Centre. mine north of Stewart. 
The primary reason for Ter- In a statement early this Drilling results up to Sept. 4 
race and Kitimat receiving el- month, Newhawk president Don are currently being analyzed to 
most three-quarters of the Sec- McLeod said the company im- determine preliminary reserve 
tion 20(2) allotment for 1989 mediately started the process of calculations, with fmal reserve 
was the purchase of a new getting the necessary permits for calculations due after the Phase 
~$449,592 X-ray machine for operating the mine. III exploration program is f-m. 
colunm, that appropriate backups are necessary anyway, mainly each. This accounts for 60 per- Newhawk hasl just Finished a ished. Those figures will be in- 
as protection against o!~rator error and secondly against ~ . cen~'/-~.of their jo!nt Section 20(2) 23,000-foot u~derground rill- corporated into a feasibility 
• mechanical fai l le.  Su.cl.hbackups aisop~'o~;ideadegreeofln. funding but replaces aging X- ing program on the property and study for the mine:: which 
surance unlikely eveitt, of a"i'yirus attack". , - ,  against ~ .  . ,  ra~ equipment purchased about intends to begin another 13.000- McLeod expects before the end 
• Well, October l3~h has c6~e and gon~. I haven.'t heard of 20:years ago, This is considered foot underground program in of the year. 
anyoneyet Whose computer W~ affected by the virus. One col- 
. league in t0wn suggested printing T.shirts with th~messnge " I ~ u n t i l  the ~ " ~  '~ u - - '~ ' - -  ~ - - ~ - -  ~ ~,~ m~ mu ~,~w'~,  ~ V ~  ~ N ~ I o
survived the October 13thcomputer virus". Doesthis mean we ~ "~:~:" '  " . . . . .  ':" ": I 
can get complacent again next "virus scare"? ~ [ 
First one must look at what a computer virus is. A.coniputer 
virus is a set of computer programming instructio~ which have ' 
been embedded insome computer program where the instructions 
lie "dormant" until someone uses that program, Typically, most 
of these viruses include instructions that, once activated by the 
execution of the ,host" program, cause the "v i rus  code': to be 
copied into other key programs which operate the computer 
system. Now, if that system is interconnected to other systems via 
communications links, some virus can be transferred from one 
system to the next. So in a manner of speaking, they simulate the AT 
spread of biological viruses. ~ , . : .  ..... . ~, 
.The Groat October 13th Computer Virus Seam 
Thursday last week I received a number of calls from computer 
usersasking my opinion of. the news stories concerning the 
',Datacrime" computer virus. With some minor embarrassment I 
had to confess to the first couple of callers that I hadn't even 
heard of this particular virus. 
Eventually I found out that the alleged virus originated in 
Europe' and was supposedly designed to erase or otherwise cor- 
rupt all hard disk files of IBM compatible personal computers. 
• .The virus was supposed to be triggered by the computer's system 
clock and scheduled to "attack" all "infected" computers on Oc- 
tober 13th. I was asked what users could do should there be some 
substance to the virus scare. 
Although I felt as many in the industry, that computer viruses 
get far more attention than they deserve, I advised people to en- 
sure all important data be backed up just in case the unlikely 
event actually occurred. I pointed out, as I have in a previous 
Computervi sesorthirequiv ent thou harecentmedia r  RAO TOTEMFOR  
phenomenon, have been ~ound in the computer world almost as 
long as computers themselves. Back in the days of exclusively 
large "mainframe" computers, the annals of computer crime 
• always included stories of disgruntled programmers who left 
• "time bomb" programs on a system which would either corrupt Buy  any  '89  or  '90  TEMPO or  TOPAZ 
important company data at some date long after the program- until OCTOBER 28, 1989 and receive 
mer's departure, or in the case of a bank computer, electronically 
transfer funds to an offshore bank account. "0 bOW N PAYM E N T - -  0 M O N TH LY PAY M E N T 
More frequently, thepredeces~orsof t0day's computer viruses 
were developed as pranks or practical jokes by university students 0 INTEREST CHARGE U NT[  L FEBRUARY 1990 ''~ 
in the 60s and 70s °before the improvement of security in large 
university computer systems. Tbese programs would "take over" 15500 CAS H BACK I 
the campus computer system an~cause silly or'-annoying ' . 
messages to appear on all user s';screens. ,;i~;" TR IGA 
Viruses of the 8Os usually have their origin'in pirated copies o f ;  i ER ,  FEST IVA 
• commercial software or in programs of suspect background on - ~Y!:f. '89 PRO B E, 
some computer bulletin boards. Although the overall number of  , 
reported occurrences of viruses is low, some viruses have been 
known to cause inconvenience and damage to systems. Therefore. 
most major software publishers and bulletin board operators put 
a fair degree of effort into screening and testing for viruses. 
Since most viruses pread through software whose origin is 
dubious, many people in the industry say they have little sym- BUY AT LEASE AT 
pathy for victims of a computer virus. However, given both 24 me -- 6.9 % 2~ me -- 7 % 
the rapid growih in the variety of available software and the in- 25-36 me -- 7.9 % 25-3~ no --  8 % 
crease in use of data communications, there isa possibility that 37-48 me --" 8.9 % 37-48 me --  9 % 
legitifnateusers could unwittingly transfer a program that con- 
tains a "virus". OFFER EXPIRES: OCTOBER 31, 1989 
i 
What does all this meanto the end user of micros, especially 
the small business user? As long as one maintains proper and TERRACE 
regular backup rocedures for important company data, one will /r'tVL#SS;O/*  =v  T E M 
at least be able to recover from the effects of a "virus" in the m . .  " mE 
very unlikely event hat one's system is attacked by a virus. If RD ~ 
nothing else, this latest virus scare may have jolted a few more . " , [I I~ CKell! ~1 
users into taking better care of their data. I wouldn't be surprised 4e31 KErrH AVENUF., TERRACE, B.C. $354~4 
i f  i n  the next few-weeks ome users will survive the worst effects • CALL TOLL-•FREE - 1.800-772-1128 
thank  ' • " rash"  . . . . . .  of a disk ~c s to their October 12th backup, 
L :•:!:•ii ¸ : •~ 
,~--:_ . .  ::. :--.. 
i t -  -. .  ,- ,:. i, ,.,:,': ,*",'i 
. j ~ . . . . . .  , _ 
. . . .  
,n  runn,ng form 
Sue Simpson, Terrace's most masters division 
Sue Simpson back . L lT~e, i~coFe~. .G~e:P  • , . .1  .
• :i !, ~i;? 
famous female running stai', has 
• returned to near-top form after 
alengthy layoff due to injury in 
part, and having a baby. 
Although she trains daily with 
five and 10-kilometer runs, and 
takes part in local races with 
short distances, she hadn't 
entered-a major marathon event 
in some time. 
She made up for that on the 
Thanksgiving weekend. 
At . :  the Royal Victoria 
Marathon, Sue turned in a time 
of three hours, three minutes, 17 
seconds. That was good enough 
for first place in women's 
and fourth 
:'!i!i 
. !  
overall on the female entry. 
Her time was well off her per- 
sonal 'best of 2:53, set a .few 
years ago. ~ 
Simpson won a silver cup for 
her masters victory. 
Overall, 715 competitors 
finished the race. Simpson was 
up against 175 female runners. 
Another 900 runners competed 
in an eight-kilometer race. 
Simpson was quite pleased 
with her effort, but feels she 
wasn't in top condition. She 
hopes to be stronger next spring 
for her second comeback race - -  
the Vancouver  Marathon .  
Jun ior Blackhawks 
fold for season 
trying again next year. 
Right now they're looking at - 
bringing in two outside teams at  
a time for weekend three-game 
exhibition series. :
These would be Junior '.B' 
teams, :including some from 
Alberta. - ' 
Wallace said a district increase 
in player fees meant little dif- 
ference as the ,fees were com- 
parable to those charged minor 
hockey players. 
Wallace said fans shouldn't 
. ~ .  , ,o , .  . 
lose hope. They're working on 
enticing teams to Fdtimat for 
weekend series starting about 
the end of November. • 
"We will be providing hockey 
of some sort this winter," she 
said.  
The Kitimat Junior 'B' Black- 
hawks hockey team is packing 
up its bags for this season. The 
reason :.is simple - -  not enough 
pl~elS~ .... 
Team president Sherry 
Wallace tells us the organization 
will stay together. They'll just go 
into hibernation for 1989'90 and 
hope more talent is available 
next year. 
She told us the team has sub- 
mitted a proposal for this season 
to the recreation commission, 
~vhich was expected to come up 
with a decision at a meeting last 
night. 
The proposal had :the Hawks 
giving up all practice times for. 
the  season, doing more promo- 
tion on the team this year, and 
• j:  " Gary Moen fin shes 
i Ironman n 10 hours 
consists of a two-mile swim, 
a bike ride of more than 100 
miles and a 26-mile run. 
Ex-Terrace resident Gary 
Moen completed his Iron- 
man race in 10~ hours, 25 
minutes. Moen won •the trip 
to Hawaii this summer at the • 
Skeena Valley Triathlon in 
Terrace. The raoe attracted 
more than 1,200 men and 
women Sunday. 
i a " : • 
Mark Allen has won this 
year's Ironman Triathlon in 
Hawai i ,  shattering the 
pr6vious record by more than 
19 minutes. Alien finished 
the competition i  8 houis, 9 
minutes and 14seconds, edg- 
ing Dave Scott who held the 
existing g, cord. Paula New- 
by-Fraser of Zimbabwe was 
the winner of the women's 
category. The competition 
__  l . i J _  i 
I 
Lottery loot means 
18 holes for Hi rsh 
"ER~CI~I M I NO R ~ !i~iii!:!~ ~i~ i~ ~!:~i~!~iSKEENA 1 N1 . . . . . .  
~i i ! i i i : !H 'oCK~ i •kEP ' i : L~( '  i iU El ; i~:!i~ !i i~:!:! i '....... :'i: i•i•~iii~:i~!i!:, :'•  
nat "•:; :• ::~ <" i :::!gitlmdt 8, Terrace4;  Terrace 9, Kltlr 8 : "'~ ~ 
!.SKItlmat e, Te'rrace 6; Kltlmat 7, ' :  " 
~..: Bantam Division . '~ 
~, .: .Terrace 8, Kitimat 6; Second game not played ;.:~.ii: 
',~' Midas! Division " • %;, 
played ' ':; ~' . ,~.!:~~.: 
| I .BASKETBALL LEAGUE 
los 50, Williams Lakers 49 " - :":~,:::i~ 
~, Totem Furniture Bulls 16 , :,,<..~: 
, Totem Furniture Bulls 38 ~: :! i•i.!:i! 
), Sight & Sound Sonic 50  .:_,~,:,: 
.. ~ ~!.-~ 
bBASKETBALL LEAGUE.  ~ 
GiS - -  OCTOBER 12 
Won Lost. Points 
2: 0 :4 
1 1 ~ 2 
cs 1 1 • 2. 
IIs 0 2 0 .- 
OCKEY INTER-CITY • 
Kitimat Bantams 2 
Terrace B.a~tams 6 
: : = • . , * ! i  i 
;KEY HOUSE LEAGUE • : 
' .~.,..:!,~!ii~. ~ ! : Terrac_e Legion 3, Wilkinson Canons 2 ~ ! :ili':.i~<~ i! i
6, Lions 3 :-~:.: 
; Plumbing 5: Kinsmen 3 . . . .  i:i! 
ERRACE MEN'S RECREATIONAL : .? 
HOCKEY LEAGUE 
a Hotel 5, Northern Motor Inn Okles 1 
the West 7, Norm's Auto Refinishing 5 
roast  Wranglers 5, Convoy supply 3 
Auto Refinishing 11, Northern 
~n Okies 1 
Sup.ply 6, Skeena Hotel 6 
;cast Wranglers g, Inn of the West 4 
Auto Refinishing 13, Convoy Supply 3 
he West 4, Northern Motor Inn Okles 3 
Hotel 11, North Coast Wranglers 4 
INGS 
. "  j 
TEAM: " GP W L T 
, ,'.Skeena Hotel 3 2 0 1 
~.' :.'.l~i0fm's Auto Refinish|ng ";~: " 3 2 1 0 
North Coast Wranglers 3 2 1 0 
• Inn:of the West 3 2 1 0 
Convoy Supply .. 3 0 2 1 
Northern Motor Inn Okles 3 0 3 0 
i / i  
GF-  GA PTS 
22 11 5 
18 18 4 
15 17 4 
12 ' 24 1 
5 20 0 
• ~T.  
Area golfers can look to 1991 
as the first year they'll be play- 
ing on Kitimat's 18-hole layout 
at the Hirsh Creek golf club. 
The announcement last week 
that a $50,000 final payment 
from the lottery fund has been 
approved means work c.an pro- 
c~d On course construction. 
The mon~ was presented by 
from nine to 18 holes. 
Five of the new nine h01es. 
have been completed. The other 
holes should have clearing com- 
pleted shortly. Seeding takes 
place next spring. 
Another lotto grant o f  
$23,500 went tO the cross- 
country ski clubof Kitimat for 
improvements on its Hirsh 
Skeena MLADave P/irkeras the Creek trail. 
final commitment . from -a The trail will be extended, and 
" n . .  ~" :;.. ~,~!-~ $i00,00D,~lo!tery grant towards ~ additional groormng: equ ine  t ,  
. . . .  ::::'expanslon Of the golf  course pU/chased with the.mone]/; .... : :  
t : , ,  ? . ; , :  . . . .  
! '  
~?. 
:5 .  
t < . , 
ii! 
/ ; i  
.i 
i ~ ' ! i , . . -  : :  : i' :. 
soccer, 
volleyball 
Kitimat's Mount Elizabeth 
high school teatns cleaned up in 
senior boys' and girls' volleyball 
andsenior boys' soccer Saturday 
in tournament action at Prince 
Rupert. 
Kitimat Rowdies won all three 
soccer games, including a 3-1 
victory over Terrace Caledonia. 
,The Caledonia boys ran up 4-0 
scores against Prince Rupert and 
Nishga entries to wind up in sec- 
ond place. 
Caledonia Kermode girls had 
an 8-and-3 win-loss mark, but it 
still placed them second to 
Kitimat's unblemished record. 
Coach Clayton Lloyd-Jones' 
girls beat Aiyansh, Hazelton and 
Prince Rupert in two straight in 
best-of-three sets. They also 
downed Smithers 2-1 and lost 
2-0 to Kitimat. Smithers ended 
up third. 
It was the same one-two-three 
final standing for the boYs - -  
K i t imat ,  Caledonia and  
Smithers. 
Cal Kermode boys won nine 
and lost two. 
They beat Smithers 15-13, 
15-3; lost to Kitimat 13-15, 15.3, 
.12-15; beat Rupert 15-1, 1~-3; 
defeated Nishga 15-6, 15-0; and 
took out Hazdton 15-6, 15-8. 
Caledonia is hosting all three 





Caledonia Kermode girls were 
up against many of the best at 
the Victoria. Invitational senior 
high school girls' volleyb~! 
tournament on the Thanksgiving 
weekend. Unfortunately, Ker- 
modes were not among them. 
The 28-team series featured 
preliminary action with pools of 
seven teams where they played 
all six opponents. 
The top two advanced to an 
eight-team championship- round. 
Kermodes placed fourth in their 
series on a two-win, four-loss 
record. This eliminated them 
from further play. 
They managed •victories over 
Nanalmo and John Barsby, 
another Nanaimo team.- 
However, they lost to Hands- 
worth. Reynolds, Vanier and 
Notre Dame. 
i, 
I I I 
l f 
" r ¸ ~ 
,% 
• ... • . .. . .'~~' ~..- ~ : : )  . . . . . . .  :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . .  ,~ . .6  
The Ice Is In and the cudlng season has officially begun, league, Saturday morning commercial league and the "fun 
You haveto payyour dues before Oct. 211n order to qualify for all ~ages" Tuesday morning coffee league. Also, the 
for the early bird draw; theprize Is a free season member, f inal registration session for the juniors' league takes 
ship In the league of your choice. The deadline for all placed at 4:30 p.m. next Tuesday. Phone the rink at 
memberships is Oct. 31. There's still room in the men's 635-5583 or membership chairperson Norah Jacques at 
Tuesday/Thursday night league, Wednesday night ladles' 635-2361 for more Information. 
Northmen nipped in 
Abbotsford finals : , ,  
The Terrace Northmen rugby 
team headed for Abbotsford on 
the Thanksgiving weekend in 
hopes on improving on a five- 
year, runnerup record in the 
third division of the annual 
Gobbler Classic. But instead of 
improvement, the Northmen 
found that being short of four 
starting players meant a down- 
ward move. Northmen won one 
out of three matches. In a dose 
match, they downed Washing- 
ton Cougars, but lost other close 
games to Edmonton and Royal 
Roads. This winds up the suc- 
cessful Northmen season that 
saw them lost only threegames 
overall, and capture the North- 
west zone title. 
onl' 
( ' l ( ' ;U l  w i l l1  ( ; I r t ' , .d  
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Our low-il~terest financi.g as lOW as 
makes iteasier than ever for 
you to buy a new Ski-Doe Sl00 ee per month 
snowmobile. Come in today 
and choose the sledyou've ski-doa/080 
always wanted. We'll help you 
ar,';mge Iiilanci,lg all tile tilt;. ~ ~ ' ~ .  
,f 
TERRACE A EQUIPMENT 
SALES ~. LTD. 




Men's. or Ladies'  cotton blend 
dress or business shirts expertly 
._ laundered. 
,,, Only drive.thru in town 
v, Best. most reliable and cleanest service 
,,, Drop off point at Thornhill Public Market 
j t2ietlar ,  Ieanera 
I I  
"Yes, we now have your favorite selection of Imports/" 
635-6300 
COLD BEER and WINE STORE 
Monday to Friday Saturday Sunday 
10 a.m. to 11 p.m. 9 a .m.  to 11 p.m. 11 a.m.  to I1 p.m. - -  Open Holidays - -  
I II II II I II I III I ..... I~IT ~rhi 
,aceRevlew - -  Wednesday, October 18, 1989 
. .  . . "  
lark improves in 
. . e ide lberg  ra ce  
'~ i;iDr. Paul Clark, despite facing up for some medical treatmen~ 
medical treatment in the near at Vancouver soon (he's on 
future, came up with a better waiting list), says hemayhave t( 
~rformance at the Heidelberg, curtaiL.his *shot at the Nov. ! 
-WesiiGermany 'wheelchair JapaneseMarathon. 
m/irathon, lastweek. _ .  He : -.was':' about six minute: 
T~, ;The  Wheeling optometrist fin-. behii~d Belgium,s Paul Vm 
ished l l th  Out of 200 riders at Winkle, the race:winner. Clarl 
this event, which is the second was the top Canadian in th, 
!~g~t participation-wise in the race. 
wo~Id. Although about 10 minute: 
i~ilClark's time was one hour, 50 under two hours, he has rattle( 
minutes, 37 seconds --  his best . off better times on four-previoul 
o f  the year by far. At the Mon- occasions. *
trealMarathon i September his 
time was two'hours, 13 minutes, Clark called the course a fail 
for a 14th placing, challenge, with about 20 kilom 
Clark, who told us he's lined •eters overall on fiat • pavement. 
. . , -  * 
Photo finish for 
" - . .  
t. 
• r" 
The 12.player Skeena Junior Grade 8 girls' volleybali ;team is playing very well in the inter- 
school league. The girls are, with coach Suzanne Krayetski, Terri Anderson, Nicole Hoben- 
shield, Dawn Thomsen, Dawn Haight, Leanne Hidber, Brandy Hensen, Shannon Hender- 
son, Sherrle Postuk, Lara Tessaro, Ronda Evans, Lori Buteau andCindy Dow. 
ha l f -marathon  
4"" I" T~ COU"  W"  =fern  , , the {o- , ,  o - - J~  bY =e - -  n~.g  club Clarence Michael .runners head pack 
weather was great and the out- and All Seasons Sports, had 
of-town entry list was lengthy as veteran Ed Ansems and Clarence Michiel runners took Under.12 girls (Clarence Michiel). 
"/8 nmneJmtook part Sunday at Telkwa's Richard Harrison first place in five out of I0 inter- Beth • Gerow (Clarence 12.ovorgide 
the mmmd Skeena Valley Run- crossing the finish ll,e first In elementary school cross-country Michiel), Sherry Parnell (Thorn- Cynthia Kenyon (Uplands). 
nets' Half-Marathon rate at the sametime.Thirdoverallwm races held last. Thursday at hill), Mette LizBerg(Uplands). 
1TerI~ce's Northwest Communi-. Joe Nelson of  Prince Rupert. 
top ti~ee ComPetitor.s for each Dav.id Kozier (C larence Gr.egBuck(ClarenceMichiel), 
.:~ColIege, Organizers added a Wheelchair re/Bran. Dr. Pa~ Uplands School in Terrace; The Under,12 boys ' 12-ovorboye 
::flve.ldlometer mad lO.ldiometer Clark competed in the IO-K an class are listed belowmorder of Michlel), " Robbie El l iott  l~s.. tm Blanc0,(Uplands), Tyler 
::~secllionto eatice more entrants, breezed to a 6Vz-mlnute victory finish (first,second, third): (Uplands) ,  Scott Oingles Gzbson (Clarence Michiel). 
:Udf ldsap- - te ,  beawin over Rk - -Byen.  r .  Undor. g lds -~, ; .  I P ' m m ~ ' ~ - - " ~ ~  
,-ins move. ~ I.df.nmrathon, ' " '~'; " " Jessie Bartlett (Thornhi,),. ] " "; ' " :!;- i " 
" ' ~, I ; ' . m r " m • " i " I ~ , a Hupert squasners wtn _Lm..bfight (ThornhilD, 
." -RachaelWilkinson.(Uplands);,...,  'iilnteHorsLtl d. ! 
• I L Prince Rupert players won top second place. Wumers and run- UndM:9 i i~ys  ~ •: 
:ievents at the Kitimat annual nersup, for 'B' were Dermot Nathan. Northridge (Up- . 
?fadl ~ open squash tournament. Pegley and Steve Buick for men; lands), Clint Shephard (Cass ie  ~ . d . . i n t e n ' o r  paints , .~ | 
Rupert's Rick McChesney won and Rita Abreau and Joan Huff Hall),. Michael Hovanes (Up- ~ n  fin's. Harding carpets | 
men's 'A' flight with clubmate for women. Men's 'C' Went to lands). • -~:. :. .- ~. ~' / /  \ .Sunwonhy.wallpaper I 
He]ger Marque. as runnerup. Phil Hiam with Shawn Baker Under.10gld. '. ~ ,~,# ) "'All the51:ppli~ yOU need" I 
.]'earl Eby won ladies' 'A' with second. • ' * ' , Rox.anne ch0w, (uplands); ~:~) , /  4610Lazeile-Ave, [ 
Sue ChUng of the home club in  . . . .  Bambt Healey (Cassie Hall), 
:1.~'4. Ruby Prihar (Cassie Hall). ,. 6SS-6600. J 
Coming events ! in spg.]i.|s Under.10 boys " I 
Brandon Mclntyre (Copper ~ 1 " '~ " ~ 1 ~ ' ~ " ~ ~'~ 
Okies. 
Sunday -- North Coast 
Wranglers vs Convoy Supply. 
In high school sports this 
coming Saturday, Terrace 
Caledonia hosts senior boys' 
and girls' volleyball, and senior 
boys' soccer. 
In Terrace mini-basketball 
league Friday night at Cai High, 
it's Kitelse Cavaliers vs Totem 
Furniture •Bulls at 5, and Sight & 
Sound Sonics vs Williams 
Lakers at 6:15. 
Mountain), Jason Hill (Clarence 
Michiel), Mitch Armstrong 
(Cassie Hall).. 
Under-11 gide 
Melanie Kerr (Clarence 
Michiel), Nicole Hill (Clarence 
Michiel), Felecia Arbuah 
(Uplands). 
Under.11 boys 
Ben Daniels (,Clarence 
Michie!), Rune Nebuy (Copper 
Mountain), Joseph Henry (Cop- 
per Mountain). 
Winter Games netball 
deadline next month 
Anyone interested in forming 
a netball team for the B.C. 
Winter Games must do so by 
Nov. 13. In order to qualify to 
go to the Winter Games, a play- 
off will be scheduled to •meet the 
needs of those teams playing 
off, Winners advance to the 
- " " THIS WEEKS 
• . PUZZLE ANSWER 
ACROSS 
t Taxi .  
• ~ 4 CoaaO . ' 
.. ~. 8Cent.day.tlme.lnlt. 










26 Golf hazard. 2 wds. 
30 'Labomlmy. abbr. 





37 Air line 
38 Young cod 
41 Ill , ;- 
44 Utility slatemenl~ i 
2wds. 
47 Neilher ___ 
48 Arlzonaclty 
49 Medlclnal plant 
50 Age 
51 __ .  Blanc 
52 Arguments 
53 24 hours 
DOWN 
















O Lady's li l le 
10 Snare 
14 Eastern stand, time, 
Inlt. 
17 Hired help- 
19 Erode 
22 African ¢ounlry 
23 Wavy, her. 
24 Luncheon und,,sbbr. 
25 Householdgod, 
25 Run swlftly 
27 Kept 
28 Impress 
28 Writing tool 
31 Out olthswey 
34 Without Iradlllonal 
Ionallly 
35 goring tool 
37 Roofing Males 
38 Secret agent 
3g Buddy 
40 Italian city 
41 Unde|, naut. 




workers  group  
The Terrace opening mixed 
bonspiel is coming up this week- 
end at the curfing club• Teams 
have • until Wednesday to get 
their entries in at the club or by 
phoning 635-5583. 
Also in curling this weekend is 
Prince Rupert's annual men's 
cash bonspiel with several thou- 
sand dollars offered in prize 
money. For entry, contact he 
Rupert curling club at 624-5538. 
In Skeena tri-city minor 
hockey league action this 
weekend, Prince Rupert Atoms 
and Bantams are at .Terrace, 
while Kitimat Peewees and Mid- 
gets are at Prince •Rupert. Games 
are Friday night and Saturday 
morning. 
Here's the schedule of games 
*for Terrace men's rec hockey 
league this week -- 
Tuesday -- North Coast 
Wranglers vs Northern Skies, 
and Innof the West vs Convoy 
Supply. 
Thursday -- Nora's Auto 
Refinishing vs Skeena Hotel. 
of that team• 
Any person who has par- 
ticipated on the Provincial Net- 
ball Team during the previous 
year is not eligible to play in the 
Winter Games. 
Zone 7, Northwest major 
centers include Burns Lake, 
Saturday -- Nora's Auto B.C. Winter Games held in Pen- Cassiar, Houston, Kitimat, 
Refinishing vs Inn of the West, ticton on Feb. 15 to 18, 1990. Masset, Port Clements, Prince 
and Skeena Hotel vs Northern Rupert, Smithers, Stewart, Ter- 
race and Vanderhoof. 
To be eligible, a player must 
be at least 13 years of age as of 
Feb. 15, 1990, and have lived in 
B.C. for at least)one year prior 
to the games. A player must be 
either allied with a team in that 
zone or live in that ~one, there- 
fore a regular playing member 
Teams or individuals planning 
to form a team should contact 
the Zone 7 representative b fore 
the November deadline. Entries 
should be sent to Shelley Irvine, 
RR#1, Telkwa, B.C. V0J 2X0, 
or phoned In by  contacting 
She| ley  a t  8 4 ~ 5 ~ 2 , ,  - " -  YOUn LOCAL POLICE 
' ~ i i  i 
HURR B ? 
ICSC Sad your local police 
• Nnnind you to watch your speed, 
 land an ai rplane? 
The debate over • some form of 
advanced electronic syst.em to 
improve the reliability • of the 
::Terrace airport has been putter- 
(.ing along for years. Most recent- 
ly~::iwith Transport Canada hav- 
-ing made acommitment to even- 
tually upgrade all Candian air- 
ports :by installing a microwave 
landing system (MLS) at each, 
the debate has changed to, 
"whichl system do we want?" 
ICAO, the International Civil 
Aviation Organization, is an 
arm of the United Nations 
which sets international viation 
standards and has targetted the 
• year 2000 for a fully integrated 
world-wide MLS network. 
The Terrace-Kitimat Airport 
Advisory Committee isn't sure 
what system would be the best 
but they are sure of one thing --  
an instrument landing system 
(ILS) would be far more eco- 
:nomical as far as Terrace is 
concerned for both the Ministry 
of Transport and the air carriers 
using the airport. For this rea- 
Son, they have b_een pu.shing for 
a specific site test at the Terrace 
ern Seaboard, where there are 
hundreds of airports serving 
thousands of aircraft • daily. 
MLS can provide twice as many 
frequencies and twice the ac- 
curacy and is well suited to this 
situation. "It's easier to stay on • 
sign~,', says Morris. "It's more 
precise." But is that important 
in our own situation? 
It may not matter. Terrace 
airport manager Darryl Laurent 
says that the Ministry of Trans- 
port consultant completed a sur- 
vey of the Terrace airport a few 
,weeks ago and we could have an 
MLS system operational by 1991 
or 1992. He explained a few 
details about he various ystems. 
but the significance of MLS 
compared to ILS wasn't clear. 
The present system uses a "lo- 
caiizer" (the radio installation 
beside Hwy. 37 one mile south 
of the airport entrance) which 
allows aircraft to zero in on a 
signal one mile from the run- 
way. This allows the pilot to 
find the airport, but not neces- 
saltily the runway.- 
Once over the airport, the 
airport to determine, .~ .  and:. pilot must continue flying.north, 
• for all, if an ILS system::w9uld circle over Terrace, and then 
ieffectively reduce iaiKliiig~iilnit~; mak~his final approa~. Unde~ 
The ministry :has_decfined :~t~s .mi~stry re .gqlatidns.:~"current 
;request, because,~or¢llng~0  limits are ~Way~visibility at
~advisory committee chairman, 527 feet witli ~ u  m v" ibili- 
Terry Morns, the unmmence of tY  of two:~.Th ismeans  that 
~MLS 'precludes any :further i f  the pilot can,tsee the run~ay. 
studies. 
Morris says the committee .... 
doesn't agree with this, though; 
for a number of reasons. First 
the committee isn't sure; and 
hasn't received any reassurance 
from the ministry, that MLSWill 
be  any better in Terrace than 
:ILS. Secondly, MLS equipment 
is far more expensive than con- 
ventionai ILS equipment and 
carriers are hesititant to make 
the investment just toland at a 
few specified airports. And 
finally, the physical charac- 
teristics of an ILS installation 
would be suitable for upgrading 
to MLS when and if necessary. 
ILS imltallation costs, therefore, 
would be a one time cost and no 
d i f ferent  - than with the 
ministry's intention to go direct- 
ly to an MLS system. And, says~ 
Morris, "If  it works, it gives 
• everyone the same limits at a 
lower cost." 
Morris explains that MLS sys- 
tems are far more accurate than 
• conventional ILS systems, 
They're great for theU.S, east- 
at 527 feet during, his:. drcle 
approach ,to the runwaf the 
landing must be aborted and am 
alternate airport used. Th~ 
proble m With the current sys- 
tem, says Lanrent, is that the 
pilot must start his "missed 
approach" Without knowing ex- 
• actlywhere he is and must again 
fly over the locaiizer to deter- 
mine his position before leaving 
Terrace air space. 
The difference with an ILS or 
MLS system is that the pilot 
would be able to approach the 
runway from the north by fol- 
lowing an electronic beacon. By 
following the signal, the pilot 
would adopt a 3.2 degree glide- 
slope directly toward the runway 
knowing he was clear of all 
obstacles aslong as he was on 
the signal, Also, current limits 
would be reduced to about 1-1/2 
mile visibility and an altitude of 
300 to 400 feet. With this 
system, the aircraft would be ap-: 
proachid[; the runway and if it 
was not'visible at the minimun~ 
height, the pilot would begin his 
ARE YOU' GETTING THE M'0ST• 
OUT OF YOUR COMPUTER? 
I 
missed approach knowing exact- 
ly where he was and fly directly 
over the runway. 
ILS installations are presently 
*in operation at Sandspit, Prince 
Rupert and Prince George. And 
in the Prince Rupert situation, 
for example, Laurent says the 
current limits are a I/2 mile 
visibilty at an altitude of 200 
feet. This is due in part to ILS 
but is also affected by the topog- 
raphy surrounding the airport. 
One important fact in this 
debate, however, is that the 
whole argument is about relia- 
bility, not ~ safety. While in Ter- 
race, Canadian Aviation Safety 
Board chief investigator Roger 
Ayotte made it clear that while 
all factors in an air crash are 
considered, airport safety is gen- 
erally not a factor. The Ministry 
of Transport sets minimum 
landing visibility requirements 
for every airport and factors 
such as location, topography, 
weather, the volume of traffic 
and other factors of concern are 
IF NOT . . . .  
CALL 635-3444 ANDASKFOR RAINER.  
*. ONE-on-ONE Training In Most Businetm ~t~plic=tiotm 
- ON-SITE Soflwam Troubleshooting 
..-.:ACCOUNTING,Software Instl l l l t lon & ~ ~ k  inl)or 
• ~ Inc lud~ . ACC1PAC,,BEOFOIU),&NEWVIEW8 
:ii' ShalPles promotes reading, L [ 
• : •}  
mi I .... 
involved in their calculations. In
other words, all Canadian air- 
Po~s are equally safe -- it's just 
a matter of howoften you get to 
land ata particular airport when 
following mi,nistu regulations. 
• 1~ " " . . 
q lh  : . "  : "  , " 
Local residents can do some early Christmas shopping, en- 
courage young people to read, and support our local library 
all at the same time. Children's librarian Gillian Campbell 
(above) displays one of hundreds of posters featuring Terrace 
hockey pro'Jeff Sharpies, available at the l ib r~ f?r $5 - -  or 
.$9 .for the laminated version -- that make a grea*t st6cking 
stuffer and promote reading at the same time. Detroit Red- 
wings defenceman Sharpies and John Roders o f  J.on:s Photo 
Graphics donated their professional time to help ~l~rod~:e the 
poster. All profits after pn.'nting Will go towards: supportingl 
the ,library. ,) 
i 
J )  
• NOTICE OF POLL • 
ELECTION FOR TRUSTEE 
SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 88 (TERRACE) 
~r 
, .  ::;,:.-- 
PUBLIC .NOTICE is hereby given to the electors of the school district aforesaid that a:; 
poll has become necessary at the election now pending, and I have granted such poll; 
and further, that the persons duly nominated as candidates at the said election • foP 
whom Only •votes will be received, are: 
VILLAGES OF HAZELTON AND HAZELTON VOTING AREAS - ii 
TO BE ELECTED ONE 
Residential 
Address 
Ot:cupation Surname Other Names Position Term of 
Office 
ETCHES Duncan Trustee Remainder Hazelton 
88.90 
PEARSE James R. Trustee Remainder New Hazelton 
88-90 
WILSON Arthur Lawrence Trustee Remainder Kispiox Village 
88-90 • Kispiox 
i "  
Such poll will be opened at: 
ADVANCE POLL: 
Hazelton: Friday, October 20, 1989,2:00 p,m. to 6:00 p.m. 
Municipal Office 
New Hazelton: Friday, October 20, 1989, 2:00 p.m, to 6:00 p.m~ 
Municipal Office 
13th Ave. New Hazelton 
Kitwanga: Friday, October 20, 1989, 7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m, 
REGULAR POLLS: 
Saturday, October 28, 1989, 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. 
Hazelton: Municipal Office, Hazelton 
New Hazelton: Municipal Fire Hall, 13th Avenue, New Hazletor 
South Hazelton: Fire Hall, South Hazelton 
Two Mile: Alternate School, Two Mile 
Kitwanga: Kitwanga Elementary Secondary School, 
Kispiox Valley: Craft Centre, Kisplox 
Kispiox Village: Community Centre, Kispiox 
Moricetown: Community Centre, Moricetown : 
Glen Vowell: Drop.In Centre, Glen Vowell 
GIVEN UNDER MY HAND AT TERRACE, B.C. this 12th day 
(Mrs.) E, Johnson, Returning Officer 
Medical Doctor 
Retired 
Ar t i s t  
•'~[ 
"• -  ] 
I 
W" 
to 30 units but not because of 
any lack of interest. 
Two floor plans were offered 
in the original design, a $50,500, 
930-squat e foot condominium 
and a $60,500, 1,170-square 
foot two-bedroom unit. The lat- 
ter has proven to be far more 
popular, and *according to 
Skeena Senior Citizens, Society 
treasurer Cecil Bartlett, this left 
only one choice - -  delete two of 
the smaller units •in order to 
increase the size of others. There 
are still a couple of the smaller 
units available. 
The senior's housing concept 
=...1"1 TerraceRet , : -w- - .U 'e '~nesaa " ~ , , r  ,u  u~ October .,,~g, 1989 . . . .  '. : " *'- " : :~-::' " ..... '":: '*~ " ....... " 
Larger  un i t s  p rove  popu lar  , at ' :.TWi 
TERRACE - -  The local senior's is modeled after proven designs, community of their peers; spend .been Set ,aside to do the initial other activities : l ike p0ol and 
housing project, Twin River Es- in the U.S. and southern B.C. time on hobbies in the on:site, renovation to convert existing ' Shuffleboard. ii 
tares, has been reduced from 32 and was originally promoted in craft shop, oi':take (affordably) structures on the .site to a rec The.Twin,River I~states reere- 
center while other funding Terrace by Tony Pauls - -  a 
lonl~-time resident of a similar 
complex in Abbotsford. The 
idea is to allow total freedom 
and security at a lower cost han 
maintaining a full.scale de- 
tached home, 
For those lucky enough to be 
moving into the first phase of 
the development between "the 
beginning of November and 
mid-December, gone are the 
days of mowing grass and shov- 
elling snow. Instead they can en- 
joy an enhanced social life in a 
"4 
a few months holiday. While 
they're gone; their home will be 
secure and maintained. The only 
homeowners' cost will be a 
monthly maintenance fee of 
about $75 to $100, Bartlett says. 
For those who choose to 
spend their time in Terrace 
rather than on the road, how- 
ever, there will still be plenty to 
do. A small garden plot in the 
summer or the recreation center 
in inclement weather are ideally 
• suited to .match everyone's 
needs. A sum of $20,000 has 
R &R CONTRACTING 
sources are being exp lored . .  
Work planned for the center, 
an ex.army H-hut, includes 
some partitioning and Wall fin- 
ishing in the south wing, the 
installation of gas heat and some 
exterior upgrading this fall. 
When complete, the recreation 
center will boast a banquet room 
and social center large enough 
for about 200 people, pienty of 
storage space, an office, crafts 
shop, woodwork shop and car- 
pet bowling, as owell*~as a few 
, . .  , 
ation hall 'is bound to be the 
source of many *.happy news 
events in coming years, and 
donations from two local busi- 
nesses' are helping to speed 
things along. A&W recently ren, 
orated their space in Skeena 
Mall and gave the old tables and 
chairs, lighting fixtures, agrill, a 
soft drink dispenser and other 
items to the center; and the Ter- 
race Co-op, whoare just begin- 
ning some major renovations of 
their own, have promised the 
used tables and chairs presently 
located in the Co-op cafeteria. 
Gui ( le  
• Prices ore VERY Competit ive • 
AVVW,a. Investments Ltd'. 
TERRACE ESSO SERVICE 1988 
4630 Lake lse  Ave . ,  Ter race ,  B .C .  
. 638-1168 
"' MUFFLER CENTRE 
' " "1t you're satisfied, tell others 
. . . .  . . . .  I! not . . . '  tell us." 
RON or AL : 4918 Grelg Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 1N4 
Phone 638-1991 
Ii 
. . . .  I t  * . . . . . .  II ,, Jons Photo C, ra  " Sales and Service for " ~ - L l ~ ,  , ~ ~ ~ * 
I 1  . • ±"  rs - -  I I ~ , : ' i Motoroyo lee  • Ch i lne iwe i ' i .  , . . . . .  , .... I I  
J ,  Wedd,ngs .~nnRooe CustomFreun,ng I [ ~ ' ' " . . . . . .  " . . . . .  = :  I I  
Portraits MatCut t ,n  I I : I k towmool l l . . . .nne=upp, , . .  IJ 
Fami ly  Snttings I~ .  . Posters .~ J~mm,='  ,:i~. ~ ,~P~AJ~_~ 
mute Pass osts " "  ns • baru~un iv=- ,  b~i rvmrmvmhmw m: , I I ~ ;M'  p LimntedEdtt lo I I ~dm/~ . . . . .  ,i ~ ,&*  r:i,: I I  
' ~J JDrY Mounting Laminat,ng I I SALES #F LTD. . . . . . .  
I i~nmi - 'n - ' / "Ave .  Terrace B.C, Bus.(13S-S2~ J J ov ln / '~/ '~  i i 4441LakelseAve.,Terrmce P h , ~  ~' i 
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. .  iJ-ol :Terrace,.B.C, V8G IP9 . _ • Res, 63S-s . . 
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Rust PrOtection for 
New and Used ~ 
Vehicles 
IYorm 's Auto Refinishing L td . .  
635"3929 . I °' ° 
B&G 
GROCERY 
Laundromat & Carwash 
Open 8:30-  10:30 dai ly 
27'01 s. Kalum 635-6180 
I I  I I 
Phone 635.7400 
Plan early for your home 
• or cabin. • Free estimates. 
~{~~'s  ~u~e:al ~er~ces . Northern Carpet " 
Phone 638-0206 Free Estimates/ ~ r e ~  ~tb.. & Upholstery Cleaning,..~-----T-~= 
S39,95- eu,t.P ce. 
FRAMING ' Two Rooms and .Hallway ~ " ~  
ROOFING ' " 4626 Davis  Avenue " ' No  Res idue  . . 
CEDAR SIDING, i Ter race ,  B.C. VSG 1X7 " " Hypo-A l le rgen i¢  • " " ~: :~/~ 
DRYWALL Phone:  604-635-2444 Ask  for Re ferences  ~ - 
" end  "Expect.the Best"  . i 
PAINTING ) .  Serving N0rthwesterit  B.C. ~?; ' ~?~ 635-3944 
No job too small! ~ 
I Yourcomplete ~1 
[ .source for all IMk~i;~$ I 
] yourheating ~ l  i!i I 
needs. I '---~-~" I 
" ~mm~~~~v, - • - _~Om~ [ Northwest Consolidated I m~f . SUppy Ltd. I 
5239 Ke i th  Ave . ,  Ter race  635-7158 J 
__  
~ l ~ ~  J ~ - Customer service is our No. 1 priority 
- First quality shop service 
- Fast, fr iendly and  efficient 
full service attendants 
- Cam plete personalized service 
, / 
h . ,  
; : , .  
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=nvades southern turf 
growth locally will be a change 
in management a the Terrace 
store, Manager Ross Dickie will 
be moving to Kelowna later this 
month and assistant manager 
Don Suttis will be taking over 
the Terrace operation. Moving 
to Kelowna with Dickie will • be 
Northern Computer's techni- 
cian, Jim Hargreaves, and a new 
employee, Sight and Sound 
camera salesman Tim Belmond. 
These changes will give the 
new Kelowna store a profes- 
sional staff of six forstarters, 
and once replacements are in 
place and a new part, time ad, 
ministrative position is filled in 
Terrace, the local outlet will 
have a staff of seven. Prince 
Rupert manager Kevin Bereck 
will be moHng to Cranbrook as 
the tidal part of the expansion, 
and any further changes wiltbe 
announced at a later date. 
For the three southern com- 
munities about o gain a major 
computer sales outlet, however, 
the changewill be far from sub- 
tle. The Salmon Arm store will 
be a brand new venture and 
those in Kelowna and Craw 
brook will grow from a small, 
closet-sized southern-owned 
• business into a newly owned ma- 
jor computer outlet. No one 
knows if this is the be.ginning of 
a new trend in which the north 
buys out the south, but as far as 
Northern Computer i s  con- 
cerned, the only question left is, 
where to go next? 
'Some changes:will occur soon 
a t  Terrace's Northern Computer 
Concepts, but these are 0nly a 
modest indication of what's 
really happening within this 
Prince George-based northern 
business venttire. Northern 
ComPuter is: growing,i n fact, 
far mor e rapidly than most peo- 
ple realize. 
By. the end of this month, 
Northern Computer will have 
opened three ne~; stores,-effec- 
tively increasing access to their 
share of the B.C. computer sales 
• market o about 90 percent of 
the province -- geographically 
speaking, that is. 
New outlets in Kelowna, 
Cranbrook and Salmon Arm 
will be added to their list of ex- 
isting stores at Prince George, 
Dawson Creek, Kamloops,  
Prince Rupert and Terrace. This 
leaves the other 10 percent of the 
province, the Lower Mainland 
and Vancouver .Island, to the 
rest of thedealers. 
The most notable sign of this 
. J : .  
, , . , -  . .  
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~ Ter race  
Tree  Tr 'mming  
'~ j j l  i Will cut clown any~:tree! , ~  
- '~L  . "SAFELY" 
Sl,000,000 liability for YOUR protect ion~ 
635-7400 _ IL  
Loader • Backhoe, Trucking 
Top Soil * Pit Run • Crush - Snow Plowing 
Water Lines • Septic Systems 
Ken's  T ruck ing  L td .  
PHONE 635-7519 
P.O, BOX 1007 KEN SlMONS 
TERRACE, B.C. OWNER 
Guide 
Northwest  Academl /o f  
Performing Arts 
306 - 4722 Lakelse Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 1R6 
LIMITED OPENINGS FOR: Ma, -  I in  Da~i~ 
Ballet, ages 4-12- "~' . 
Instrumental, ages lO & older (604) 638-1183 
CHANGES 
TOTAL HAIR CARE 
" 'TT~ 
2803 Kenney Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
~, Wolfe Tanning System 
~, LANZA products 




ENGINEERING I (I DIVISION OF LACIIOIX INDUSTRIES LTD,) 
" IF  IT'S ELECTRONIC 
WE SERVICE IT"  
SERVICE - -  T.V. RENTALS 
Repairs On All Home Entertainment 
Appliances 
Also Commercial & Industrial 
• Electronic Equipment 
SAI'ELUT[ T.V. 
1635-5134i 
4SIll LAKELSE, TERRACE 
TOTAL 
BUSINESS SERVICES 
, TYP ING 
, VOICE PAGERS,  PHOTOCOPYING 
.24 -HOUR ANSWERING SERVICE 
si 
I~J~tl-3238 Kolum St., Terrace, B.C., V8G 2N4 ,~ 
Customers will .soon notice some changes at Northern 
Computer. Don Suttis (right) will be taking over the manage- 
ment of the Terrace store at the end of the month when 
Ross Dickie (!eft) moves to Kelowna as the manager of one 
of three new Northern Computer outlets. 
~ i~i~i!i~:i:: :¸/~! i  j
: ! . . . . .  :~:/i:!i!:,!~,i::i:~!i '::!i: ! ,:
,, ,, • , ,. 
TERRACE LTD. 
4711.A Kelth Ave. 
Auto Glass Speclaflsts 
ICBC claims handled promptly 
638-1166 
~ TERRACE PRE-CUT 
FOR SALE 20 sheets of smoked 
glass 6'-8" x 32" good for a 
Greenhouse 
2903 Braun Street, 
TERRACE, B.C. 635-5981 
i I I I 
HI-QUALITY BELTING & I • ~ .  / [ ~ ~ ~  ~:~~~__~ 
" CONTRACTING.SERVICES I ~A/;,o, p~oo, _~]k  I I ~ i  
p I I , . ~ I I -~ : - -~ '=~- ' :~:~=~~'"~'~ Inflatable Boat Re_a m . . . . .  . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  -:..=.....:: 
i Durable - -  Hlnh Quality I Lanoscap lnQ ~,~ ! I luEnccmuns , UMIHEn0UTIOAn0S 
i . . .  ; , ~,,~' .__ -- .. I ..._...,_,_.,..,...,.,,.,_,,,,,~.,,.,_,. ~ I I HAMILTON i OUTliOARD MARINBR JETS 
vulcanizing Hepairs i - - (1¢ , .~  i I MunmaT.mam.  
i i  we speciolize in conveyor belt I I ~ DESIGN--INSTALLATION ' . I I I'.".'.".'3'--U.4~--n.~.L l l  : 
I I Installations, splicing, and repairs I I MAINTENANCE JOn UlaKe i / em-nam~meu~m larvw~ rmn~b'* I n i 
• co  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  "MERGIAL RESlDENnAL I I vulconiz,ng and pulley lagging I I . - 635 2572 I / OLNO. TM0 & NRVEII NIOOUCTII I !  
638- '8~0 : PRUNING SPRING CLEAN UP T in ,  e,e. '  - 4946 Gre l  g Ave, ,  Terroce :: '~:: !~ 
q 
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For better for wome and in the foreground stood a 
happy stick-people family - -  a 
• This is the last installment of  stick-man with big eyes and 
a three-partseries onfire • glasses, a little stick-lady with 
prevention. • - 
Another load of laundry in 
the.:washer. I closed the lid and 
happened to glance at the 
bulletin board above the ~ 
washing machine. It held an 
assortment of family treasures: 
a happy face of forgotten 
origin, a photo of grand- 
parents, other assorted 
treasured family pin-ups. And 
an 8"x l l "  sheet of once-white 
paper bordered on all four 
sides with thick pencilled X's 
and O's. 
Inside this loving border was 
drawn a traditional-looking 
house of a five-year-cid's im- 
agination. A coil of smoke 
curled from the chimney. A 
path led away from the house 
big ~ eyes and curly hair, and a 
stick-boy on each side of them. 
The picture was signed in bold 
black letters, ',I LOVE YOU, 
MOM." 
My 15-year-old son came up. 
and stood beside me. 
"Do you remember drawing 
that picture?" I asked him. 
"Urn-hum. It's 10 years old, 
Morn. When are you going to 
:Awards for 
.... ,::o 
 ifam , . . . .  , - ,  Serv "::" 
Contributed by 
Vesta Douglas 
Terrace residents Dr. K.O. 
Asante, Doug Smith and Vesta 
Douglas were-appointed as 
judges for the recent 1988-89 an- 
nual awards presented by the 
B.C. Council for the Family in 
Vancouver. This year's awards 
went to Mercy Loring and the 
Chilliwack Community Services 
Society. 
President-elect of the B.C. 
Medical Association, Dr. Hedy 
Fry, •delivered an enlightening 
address entitled "Make Time for 
the Family". Dr. Carol Matu- 
sicky, executive director of the 
council, encouraged everyone 
who attended the event to con- 
tinue nurturing healthy family 
traits and to give quality time 
not only to their family members 
but also the community in 
genera l .  She delivered a 
reminder of the importance of 
families in the B.C. social fabric 
by citing the number of families 
in the province: 775,800. 
Mafilyn Bailey of Terrace, 
one of the 40 volunteers who 
serve on the council board, was 
honored for her work over the 
past six years. 
The B,C. Council for the 
Family is sponsored by the B.C. 
g0vernment with help from 
membership dues and dona- 
~,:.::tiOm,,They~ issue publications 
. . . .  add=pai~phlets on family rela- 
: /, .tiOns;, provide, workshops, and 
.. ~!,they;.~::also--:: we lcome -new 
, :::~i,~.' be i~= For fugthet.~informa- 
-:/:i :,'.:.i:~ B~C.".CouncU~fot • thei, r.am., iiy, 
. ~: : i:..~: :~,;~.i687:~W-,..BroaflwaY, 
"You know me - -  probably 
it will still be there in another 
10 years. You will be 25, on 
your own - -  probably married 
- -  and I'll •still have that pic- 
ture you drew ~;hen you were 
five pinnedto :the bulletin 
board." 
He.laughed. And I gave him 
a big hug... . 
That was the summer of 
1985. That fall our home was 
destroyed by fire. But I carry 
that picture with me still, pin- 
ned forever to the bulletin 
board in my mind... Along 
with the rest of my most 
"cherished memories. 
Can you put a price on a 
five-year-old's masterpiece? On 
an insurance claim, what value 
do you give i t? 
Diary exerpts 
January 20th, 1986. I am still 
listing andtrying to price every 
single thing we once had for 
the insurance claim. It is now 
under-insured. Our insurance 
may cover the replacement cost 
to the contents of  one room... 
I list... And  I salvage... 
I struggle to re-establish a 
home. How do I do it with 
nothing? How do I sew on a 
button without needle and 
thread... 
My life is moving in slow 
motion while the rest of  the 
World is set on fast :forward... 
How do I catch up? How do I 
replace the past 20 years? 
It is impossible to replace - -  
what took a lifetime to build 
can never be reclaimed. It can 
never be as it was. 
And no insurance claim can 
ever fully compensate. 
The only advice I offer is 
this: the Girl Guide motto, "Be 
Prepared", 
Fire-proofyour home. Don't 
let carelessness destroy what 
you have worked so hard to at- 
tain. You will lose more than 
Coming Even ts 
Information concemlng the Twin River Estates project 
is available from the Skeena Senior Citizens' Housing 
Society office corner of Apsley Street and Lakelse 
Avenue, each Wednesday from 2:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. 
October 7 to 28 - -  Tales for Two,s at the Terrace Public 
Library will be held Fridays at !0:30 a.m. Then will be 
stories, puppets and games for two-year-olds accom- 
panied by an adult. Please register in advance. There is 
no charge. For morn information, please call the library 
just a house, o r  trai!er, and:~:!tS: . 
contents. . . . . . . .  :~? /~: : "  
Insure your homeand 3~our: 
possessions. Adequately.. Bitter 
experience has taught me that 
w.e tend to under,value what we 
have. 
Protect your family. Be sure 
that - -  in the remote unlikely 
eventthat hopefully will never 
happen - -  you and your family 
get out alive. Have an emergen- 
cy plan, escape routes, and 
home fire drills. Practice en-. 
courages confidence. Routine 
lessens the chance of panic:It 
was so well-established in our 
home that one night while my 
husband was preparing a bed- 
time snack he burned the toast, 
setting off the smoke alarm. 
Before he could reach our 
sleeping sons to tell them it was 
a false alarm, one was half-way 
out his window, the other was 
already outside heading to the 
rendezvous point. 
It can happen to you. But I 
pray it never will. 
race Public Library, featuring Kathy Mueller, an Employ- 
ment Counsellor with Canada Employment and Im- 
migration Centre In Prince George as guest speaker. 
Ethnic refreshments will be served. 
Saturday, October 28 --  Charlotte Diamond's concert 
"Diamonds and Dragons" will be at 1:30 p.m. at the 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre. Sponsored by the Terrace French 
Preschool. For further Information, call'Judy iAird at 
635-6483. : : ~.-- . 
at 638-8177. Saturday, October 28 - -  Then will be a special general 
October 10 to 28 - -  Terrace Art Association presents meeting of the Terrace Women's Resource Centre 
.Society at I p.m. to elect a new Board of Directors; 4542 
"Trees" by Dawn Germyn of Alyansh at the Terrace Park Ave. Call 635-3487 for more Information. " 
Public Art Gallery (outside west entrance at library), 
Hours:. Tuesday to Saturday, 12 noon to 3 p.m.; Tuesday November I and 2 - -  Preschool storytime at the Terrace 
to Thursday, 7 to 9 p.m:; Sunday, 1 to 4 p.m. Public Library will be held Wednesdays at 10:30 a.m. 
and Thursdays at 1:30 p.m. beginning Nov. 1 and 2. Chil- 
dren between the ages of throe and five years an Invited 
to attend. There is no charge, but children must register 
in advance. For more Information .or to register, please 
call the library at 638-8177. 
Nov. 1 and Dee. 6 -  Terrace Public Library presents 
"Travel Talk" for armchair travellers, or for those who 
really plan to "get up and go"! Travel consultant 
Theresa Brinkac will show videos and sham some of her 
experiences in a series of Informal talks about countries 
she has visited. Wed., Nov. 1, New Zealand; Wed., Dec. 
6, Hawaii. Time is 7:30 p.m. each evening. Admission Is 
free, everyone is welcomel Phone the library at 638-8177 
for more Information. 
Thumday, November 2 - -  The next meeting of the Ter- 
race Hiking Club will take place in the library basement 
at 7 p.m. All members are urged to attend. New 
members welcome. 
Saturday, November 4 - -  The Pacific Northwest Music 
Festival is pleased to announce a piano teaches' 
workshop with Edward Parker at the  Northwest 
Academy of Performing Arts, 4722 Lakelse Ave., Ter- 
race. Sessions begin at 9:30 a.m., 1:30 p.m. and7 p.m. In 
• depth discussions of each piece in the new RCM books, 
Grades 1 to 8, will be of great help to anyone teaching 
this material. Mr. Parker Is an outstanding teacher and 
adjudicator who's pupils consistently win international 
competitions as well • as medals for the highest marks in 
the Royal ConservatorY of Toronto annual music exams. 
For further Informati'0n and registration, call Marylin 
Davies at 635-6468 after 7 p.m. 
Saturday, November 4 . -  Skeena Valley Rebekah Lodge 
#68 annual Tea and Bazaar from 1:30 to 3:30 p.m. In the 
I.O.O.F. Hall. Everyone welcome. 
Friday,November 10 -.- BIRTHRIGHT is having a croft 
auction in the library basement. Viewing is at 7 p.m., 
auction at 7:30 p.m. Door prize to be, won. Auctioneer Is 
Doug Smith. Do your Christmas sl{opping earlyll See- 
you theml Donations will be appreciated, 
Saturday, December 2 - -  Terrace Art Association 
• presents their annual Christmas Arts and Crafts sale at 
the Terrace Public Art Gallery. Entry forms are now 
available at the Art Gallery, Terrace Library, Wallinda 
Crafts and Northern Lights Studio. 
October 14 to 18 --  Sacred :Heart Parish is hosting a 
series of speeches by Father Val La France, a recovered 
alcoholic and addict. For a complete schedule of his 
talks contact the Parish office. 
Wednesday, October 18 - -  Order :of the Royal Purple 
presents their third annual Fall Fashions at the Elks 
Hal, 2822 Tetrault Street, at 8 p.m. Phone 635-3160 for 
ticket information. 
Thumday, October 19 - -  Northwest Community College 
French Department is sponsoring "Care Conversation" 
at Don Diego's, 6 to 7:30 p.m., the third Thursday of 
every month commencing Oct. 19. All levels of French 
conversation welcome. Bienvenuell 
Thumday, October 19 --- Special Olympics monthly 
meeting for volunteers. Place, T.D.C.S., 1-3215 Eby St. at 
7:30 p.m. Please use back door. For more information, 
contact Linda at 635-7863 between 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 
p.m. Monday to Friday. 
Saturday, October 21 - -  Rummage sale at Knox United 
Church, 4907 Lazelle Ave. from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. Adults' 
and children's clothing, furniture, miscellaneous Items. 
Light refreshments will be sold. 
Saturday, October 21 . -  Registrations must be received 
for the following workshop: "JOURNEY INTO SELF", A 
Healing Journey, with JUDITH KERR, Friday eve., Nov. 
3, Sat., Nov. 4 and Sun., Nov. 5 at 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. both 
days. For more information, call Mary at 638-0101 or  
638.0094. 
Sunday, October 22 . -  Terrace Hiking Club (Coho Flats 
Circuit). Easy hike on beautiful Kltimat River flats. Car 
pool at 10 a.m. at the Terrace Library. Meet Jim at 
Kitimat Travel InfoCentre at 11 a.m. Leader is Jim 
Thorpe, 632-6055. 
Starting October 25 - -  "Nobody's Perfect", free five- 
week parenting program, for parents with children from 
blrthto age five, will be offering an evening set from 7to 
9:30 p.m. To register call Candles at 635-2116 or Carol at 
638-3310 . . . . . .  ' 
Wednesday, October: 28 - -Pat :  Haneard, .ExeCutive 
Director of AbortlOnRecoveryCanada, will reveal• the ilt- 
;tie knownfacts:about;Canada's "hldden"maJor health 
: ~ problem, posbabortlon syndrome, at 7:30 p,m, in the Tar-. 
moo flbrary basement. " 
• ,  +Fddsy~ r :  21 ~,~:Terrace; & Dlstdct Multlcultural 
• Auoolat ionannuai general meeting at 7p.m, at the Ter- 
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ICE ~NDSNOW RADIAL ++•::}+:++++., - 
+ ..... . . . . . . , . . . ,+ .+ ..... +++++++++++ 
*F32'S :~  : 
WHITEWALL ,~: ,' ,i :: 
Size " Each+ i~+: 
P lS5/80R 13 $ 62i9'5 
P 165/80t:113 - " 71.95  ` • :!; ;  
p175/80R 13 .. :,: 78 .95:  " ':i [` ~" 
" i" " : :L !+ 79~95i + ~*+;:+ ~!~. ; 
P 185/75R 14 . . . .  : !+~;:~:i84~95t~ ++ +~++: ;'*:*~'~' 
P 195175R 14 ;:*;++!: I~B6;95 '"+'"++~+'~,,+,:~;+!~,+=,~ 
P205/75R 14 +i;,.~:91 :.9 5it/•iil;!}i•,•,, t :  
. - .  +. : :++ ++: : );~' P215/75R 14 +,'~i:105:95;::: :i+?;:f 
P205/75R 1 5 
P215175R15 " ~ + 99:95 +'.+ ' 
"~1 . . . . .  " : * '  P225175R 15 . . . . .  " 7:<; +~'~+ 04 .95 '  : ~ 
P235175Ri5  , + : ; : i '~108,95  :: +; 
P185/70R14 .... '+93.95 :i~i!~i:~il 
P205170R 1~:: 101;95: :  
P215/70R 15 . . . .  112 .95  : 
P225170R 15 . . . .  " ...... , 1 i5 i95'++ 
• . . . . .  ~ . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  • +. . ,  ,+ ,  +,~:  - ? !  "~ J :  
. . . . .  ; :; if:):+: 
+ • + :+C:  %'.-~?~, 
PREMIUM RADIAL . . . . . .  : + , ~:>~#~i+ 
! SNOW TIRE FOR IMPORTS + ~--a'+ :~ '  J+ "~r:':'+~ .r '' 
.+ : ++:,~;,:.+:,.;+ 
MUl3 , •, ++ ~;~!:++)~. 
* •ULTRA GRIP  3 . . . . . . . . . . . .  '+~++'"++]+ , , , ; -.:, ~.,~+?/+~:..+++~-" 
Similar savings on , ,+,~.,,.;+++ 
additional sizes. ' " - +'~::++<++ 
.+  
:~!++,++ + +,  . . , /  
, • .• . .~  . ~J 4 
++.~:~!:!i77 ":;;Y+ " ; + ,  
J E 'PR ICED 
95 
: ;£7+.  ~;  ~ - 
+~. : i : • : ' .  Size 
~+ P155/SOR13 
: P 165/80R 13 
P185/80R13 
P i s5175R14 
;:~';:+ : P195/75R14 
~i".' P205175R14 
P20517~R 15 
P225175R 15  . 
~i!ii.:. P235175R15 . ,  ' .  i 
' . , ,  
TIEMPO 
WHITEWALL 




70 .95  
74 .95  
; 78 .95  
• 80 .95  
83 .95  
98 .95  
?++HIGHWAY RADIAL FOR 
ii PICKUPS, VANS, RV's 
95 "+106o.. 
WRANGLER LT 
• Similar savings on 
additional sizes. 
I 
• :+  . .  
ALL-TERRAIN RADIAL FOR 
VANS; 4x4"s:= 
PREMIUM : ~: :  !+!:~i~'i~:~+++~+~+~:~:!+~: :: • . . . .  
FRO'$  7195 toodyears Wonderful Wmrd iof Oz, ="" ; "°"  °° i~ • . additmnal sizes. 
. . . .  Tire Sale : ' -V i~CT I~R ' " i ~ . 
• wH,T ,wm ~,~ It's th 50th m~iversary of The Wizard of Oz, and yOur G,' • Sale.Price . ,=. ,.=, ++- e HI PERFORMANCE 
~,.,,~o.,~ *"  '° ~~~ local Goodyear re~ ~ o~mg ~ very sp~ ~deo . P165/80R13 82.95 . WINTER T IRE  
P195/80R13 93 .95  a t  a uced Sim 1 f i r~e  one 
. , , , , ,o . ,~ , . , ,  more Goodyear tires and receive avoucher for your 

















i ( f  ~ " 
See a l~dp'ating Goodyear retailer for more details. Sale ends October 28. 
*Plus applicable provimial s~des tax, postage and handling. 
."  . 
) 




'P 195160R 14 $129.95  
P205/7CR 14 131.95  
P20516(~114 131.95  
P215160R 14 131.95  
P215/651:115 139.95  
P255/60Fr15 179.95  
DARLAND TIRE RVICE LTD, 
4929 KEITH AVENUE, TERRACE, B.C. 
,, PHONE:  635-6170 ~ ~•,~+ 
+ 
i ;~ :+ i  ~ • • 
!:~ +.  
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Did the world really' shrink, or 
was that an illusion? 
. by Nancy Orr 
That was the feeling of 
~members of the Distance Educa- 
~tion Program at Northwest 
:iCommunity College this past 
month after a whirlwind court- 
~ship with the Commonwealth of 
Learning Program (COL). 
; Elizabeth LigateofTanzania, 
::a Fellow of COL, arrived in Ter- 
Tace early on the morning of 
Oct. 8 to meet N0rbert Hartig,. 
manager of distance ducation 
at NWCC, and other college 
personnel. 
* With hardly a pause for 
breath, the dynamic head of 
Tanzania's Distance Teaching 
Institute proceeded to fill every 
moment of her visit with ques- 
-tions and information about 
OPen Learning programs, 
operation, organization, pro- 
duction and delivei'y. 
At  the Terrace campus, she 
toured the administration, 
delivery and production studios, 
then went on to Kitwanga and 
Hazelton to observe the outpost 
and learning centers; and when 
she finally left on Monday eve- 
ning, Ligate was still bubbling 
with questions. 
tunities of all participants. 
Vancouver was selected as the 
center for .the Agency. 
Funding •is.pr°vided mainly 
The Commonwealth of f rom member -countries and 
Learning. Program was con-. governments, but. private and 
ceived at the 1987 Common-multinational agency support is 
wealth Conference inVancouver encouraged..Canada ndBritish 
by the heads of government 'Columbia have made "substan- 
from all the Commonwealth 
countries to "create and widen 
opportunities for learning• by 
promoting cooperation through- 
out the Commonwealth" ~d 
"by making use of the potential 
offered by distance education 
and by the application of com- 
munication technologies to 
education" (Memo of Under- 
s tand ing ,  1988) .  
The following year, at the 
New Delhi meeting, the COL 
launched its Fellowship Pro- 
gram to award fellowships to 
educators from countries which 
could benefit from distance 
education. The awards provide 
an opportunity for selected • peo- 
ple to study the design and 
delivery of similar programs in 
use around the world. Co- 
operative sharing of ideas and 
products on a global scale would 
enhance the learning oppor, 
Books for Young Readers 
:by Andrea DHkln 
A Flask of Sea Water by poet P.K. Page is a falrytale for 
slightly older children. Written very much in the form of the tradi- 
tional falrytale, it follows the fortunes of a young goatherd who 
seeks the hand of a princess. 
i .  The Challenge of all those that seek her hand is to bring the 
king of this inland kingdom a flask of sea water. Each of the 
young men fails the test of kindness and compassion that is 
thrust in their way, except for the goatherd; but when Galaad is 
on the point of reaching the sea he is entrapped by a magician 
and only saved by the woman to whom he has shown •kindness. 
• The elements of all the traditional tales are here, there are no  
surprises. However, they are also all handled very well. The text 
is beautifully modulated, the heart of the story rings true, and 
Lazlo Gal's illustrations are, as we expect from him, quite 
outstanding. The soft color and the use of pattern and gold 
enrich the eastern theme of the tale. A Flask of  Sea Water is 
published by Oxford at $18.95. 
For younger .children, Under the Sun and Over the Moon com- 
bines the verse of Kevin Crossley-Holland and the pictures of  San 
Penny in a form that is part counting book, part puzzle. The 
richly detailed pictures have a young boy stroll through a series 
of gardens. 
The first has one of everything, the last ten. The task is to find 
and count all that there is. The pages are beautifully designed, a
pleasure in themselves, and'all of the objects are not easy to see; 
there is a real challenge here as well. Unusual, creative and highly 
decorative, Under the Sun and Over the Moon is published by 
Doubleday at $17.95. 
tial contributions", according to 
Dr. Maraj, president and chief 
executive officer, including pro- 
vision of premises for the Agen- 
cy. 
A former Terrace •` resident, 
Susan Phillips (nee Tucker), has 
recently joined the COL staff in 
Vancouver as a program direc- 
tor. 
"The programs are tailored to 
the special needs and interests of 
the participants," said Phillips. 
"Colleges and institutions in 
B.C. were invited to participate. 
North Island and Northwest 
Community Colleges, which 
have extensive Distance Pro- 
grams, responded with 
interest." 
"Video presentations pro- 
duced at NWCC," said Hartig, 
"such as Alcohol and Drug 
Abuse video and theMar ine  
Training, attracted favorable 
notice." 
Hartig' attended a seminar in 
Vancouver Oct. 5 at COL head- 
quarters to bring together in- 
terested participants. Mrs. 
Ligate was one of the Fellows 
presenting a summary of her 
under tak ing . .  
"The project is a terrific 
challenge," said Hartig. "We 
are excited at the prospects 
which could result.., to be linked 
eventually with countries arouod 
the world,: to provide and share 
programs and ideas. 
" In  many areas, we can help 
each other. But in others, there 
• are unique differences of culture 
and circumstances - -  such as 
lack of electricity and difficulty 
of delivery. Most countries will 
have •to adapt to their own cir- 
cumstances." * 
But  at NWCC the prospect of 
being part  of a world learning 
network shrinks the horizons. 
I I I lilT 
THE SIGN OF A 
GOOD BUSINESS 
NE IGHBOR. . .  
I 
Graeme Base has already intrigued and delighted us with .:i~:,::...,:;./~ .~,~!.~: .: :~:~ 
Animalia and Jabberwocky. He has outdone himself in his latest ~~ ~:"*~/ ~'~ 
book, The Eleventh Hour. !~!!~::::~iii "~1~ ;i~!~:;"i • ::.::.:~: ,,~,,..~ 
When Horace the elephant turns eleven, he invites all his ~:~;~I :;i !,i,:i 
friends to a party, the. highlight of which is a feast to be eaten at • ~ :. :.. 
exactly eleven. He works hard, producing the most mouth, ~L ,= 
watering of fare. One by ot~e his friends arrive in fancy dress, 
and in a series of beautifully designed and elaborately detailed 
pictures they play party games while waiting for the feast to HE SiGN OF 
begin. However, when the animals eventually gain to the great A MERCHANT 
hall to begin, the feast is gone. It has been totally consumed. WHO CARES 
i.Who is responsible? Is it the elegant swan, the sinuous" cat, the lOUT PEOPLE . . .  
muskateer mouse? Each picture contains clues. As the clock in 
each illustration moves on, the location of each animal becomes 
important. There are word clues, codes, messages to be read in 
the mirror, and, if all else fails, tightly sealed in the back of the 
book  is the answer. • 
;: Graeme Base is a young man of some considerable gifts, and 
this latest offering from him will keep parents and children oc- 
cupied,and arguing for some time. My son and I have not solved 
it yet --  We think; when we finally agree* we will check our so!u, , 
tion in the back. Until then, the pages tay sealed, whatever;he/ try Kendeli 03&8178 
threatens. ' = 
Even if you give up on the puzzle, the book remains a tour de 
• ' "l lshed b" Stoddard :l Vl Middleton ~6-~72 force of illustration, The Eleventh Hour ts puo y: k 
at$19,95.~ , : ,  " - ~ . : ~ .  ~ . . . . . . . .  11 Inllill . . . . . . .  
Iis emblem Identifies 
the civic-minded 
inessmen who sponsor 
In the community. 
!•• i  
. .  , : : . , ,~- ' f~- / , :~ '~ ' , "  , ,  * ; .  . , ,  . . . ,  . . : ,  ~:. ~ . , 
DIDECTODY:!i 
• The path or the just is as 
the shining light, that shin- 
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• Sacred Heart C 
Mass Times: Pastor: ~ " \ \ - -  i/|:~ 
Saturday: 7:30 p.m. ' Fr.Allan F. Noonan . J ;i 
S undaysi 9:00a.m. O.M.I,, ~ ' " J 
• 11:30 a.m. . . ,2_131 : 
'4830 stroume A v e n u e ~  
St. Matthew's Anglican Episcopal Church 
Sunday Services: 
10:00 a.m. Palest in Charge: 
Sunday S~x~ classes are held during lhe 9 a.m. service. Chgd Ven~ J.A. MacKenzie 
care Is available duflng the 9 a,m. service. 
4506 Lakelse Avenue 635-9019 
Christ Lutheran Church 
Sunday School - -  11:30 a.m. 
Worship Service - -  ! 1:30 a.m. 
Pastor: Donald P. Bolstad 
3229 Sparks Street 
Terrace Seventh-Day Adventist Church 
Sabbath khooh . Pastor: 
Saturday 9:30 a.m. Ole Unruh m 6,15-151:1 
Divine Service: Prayer Meeting: 
Saturday 11:00 a.m. Wednesday 7:00 p.m. 
3306 Griff Jths * 635-3232 
Evangelical Free Church 
Sunday khool :  Pastor.: 
(for all ages) W.E. Glasspell 
9:45 a.m. . ,~ 
Sunday Services: Prayer Meeting: 
11:00 a.m. 6:30 p .m.  Wed. 7:00 p.m. 
3302 Sparks Street 63  5 - ,5115 
m = i n m m  
. . . .  Kno x United Church 
Sunday W0mhlp: * Evening Womhlp: Minister:. 
10:30 e.m. • , July 9 & 23 Stan Bailey 
Sunday School: August 13 & 27 Youth Group: 
10:30 a.m. • 6:30 p.m. 
4907 Lazelle Ave. 635-6014 
, i , , i im i J im inu  
• L 
' Eady Service: 




Morning Service: 11:15 a.m. 
3511 Eby Street 






Evening Service: 6:30 p.m. 
The Alliance Church 
Fami ly  B ib le  S chooh Pastor: Rick Wiebe 
9:45 a .m.  Ass ' t  Pastor :Douglas  Ginn 
Worship Service: 11:00 a.m. Fellowship Service 6:30 p.m. 
• All are cardlally invited 
Youth M in is t r ies ,  Home Bible S tud ies ,  Visitation 
4923 Agor  Avenue 635-7727 
m 
The salvation Army 
Sunday Services: 
9:30 a.m. Christian Education (all ages) 
! 1:00 a.m. Holiness Meeting 7:00 p.m. Salvation Meeting 
For Further• Information call 
4643 Welsh Avenue 
-t:, • 
635-6480 
• ChnlstianReformed Church 
• Sunday Services: Pastor. 
11 a.m. & 5 p.m. Peter 81uye - -  635-2621 
Coffee Break, Ladlm' Bible Study 
~ !Wednesdays 9:30 s.m. & 7:45 p.m. 
3602 Sparks e35-6173 
° 
:The:BJC, Buildings Corpora- 
ti0n has'been given the ,green 
light:,'.~ t0 begi n looking for a new 
location: for the Terrace. Correc- 
ti0nal Centre. Rumors in recent 
monihs~ fhat the correctional 
center will be moved from its 
current location on Highway 16 
We~t:./have Caused' concern for 
.seve~al'!!icollege area residenis, 
• accgmmodate heir woodcuttlng the Same number and type o f  
operation', a small recreational inmates that are housed: av the 
• area, staffand:visitor:parking present locat ion. .  : : i :  ~ 
and a noise barrier of'trecS,He. : :,'We're .changing nothing," 
suggests this. probably means Watts said. "There will be no 
about 20 to 30 acres of/and, changes in the staff, the number 
According to  Watts, their .of  inmates orthe criteria for!ad: 
present location at Ken neyand :i'mission. During the historyof 
Hwy. 16,is far toosmall andthe this ~ facility there has not been 
major concern is worker safety one incident, and there are~no 
, ~  ~ . .  
nue S. -  .... 
fires and no smoke." 
Watts ciarified the admission 
criteria for inmates:no ne with 
a sentence xceeding two years 
plus a day, no.~'isk to the com- 
munity (the main test). and they 
have to be. willing and 'able to 
participate in the work program. 
Ninety-nine percent of the of- 
fenders in the Terrace correc- 
• tions facility are from ::the!:~: :)
Northwes6 and it •iS rare to: g~t: = 
anyone with a sentence longer 
than six months. : i ~ 
" l t 's•a community-based fa-  
cility and staffing model," he 
concluded. "We live here, too. ''~ 
Watts expects completion o f  ~ " 
the new corrections facility to  
require at least two years. :, : • wh6befieved the ne~, site would intheir woodcutting operation. 
b e 30acres '6fCrown land about Also, he saysl there is too little .• 
one block from• the  college parking forl staff - - le t  alone 
bordered by Soucie,'Mountain- visitors - -  and the only recrea- 
vistag Marshall and Bailey. tion available is a single b~ket- 
: A, spokesperson for these resi- - ball hoop On a utility pole. 
dents, Alfreda Price, says how- Watts emphasizes thatrecrea- 
ever that "their opposition to the tion is hot a major consideration 
establishment 0 fa  correctional, . in establishing a correctional 
center in any residential rea of center butis an important factor 
greater Terrace has some sup- 
port from Terrace council. By 
the same token, council wanfs 
the new facility within municipal- 
boundaries and she says that her 
group can understand their posi- 
tion. The center is a source of 
municipal revenue that would be 
lost if it were to be moved out of 
town. 
It's just a matter Of the loca- 
.ti0n, she says. Not so much 
concern for the inmates, but 
rather a concern over the noise, 
smoke and traffic that would be 
created by the center and its 
firewood cutting operation• It 
could mean the end of a residen- 
tial environment by compromis- 
ing it With an industrial opera- 
tion. • This could knock down 
.pr6perty values and erode the 
lifestyle which attracted residen- 
tial development in the first 
place. -. 
Butmayor Jack Talstra says 
council has met with Correc- 
tions Branch district director 
Rob Watts and have been told 
that a search for property at the 
present ime is not focused on 
any one area. He adds that 
several sites will probably be 
selected, and because the Solici, 
tot General's department is 
more sensitive to local needs 
than they have been in the past, 
any recommendation made by 
council would probably receive 
attention. 
There won't be any council 
recommendation right away, 
however. After a group of over 
30 concerned residents made a 
• presentation tocouncil ast week 
and suggested property in an in- 
dustrial area near B.C. Hydro 
might be .more appropriate, 
council decided to wait for the 
BCBC "short list" before mak- 
ing any recommendations. 
Although council said they 
agreed with the petitioners, 
Talstra explained that it was too 
early to make any decisions. 
They first needed to see what 
o 
BCBC has in mind and that in- 
•formation won't be available 
until BCBC completes their 
study and presents a copy of the 
list to council. "When we see all 
the options we can make some 
recommendat ions , "  said 
Talstra. And speaking of the 
30-acre bench site, he added, 
"This council is not on record as 
being pro or con at th|e nnlnt , ,  
Watts says that c 
to BCBC for the st 
site is specific to th 
needs Of the'Terrao 
says it must be wit 
distance to commu~ 
adtt facllities~7: do~ 
office~;-arid large 
in the physical .and mental well 
being gf inmates where rehabili- 
tation is concerned. Another 
point made by Watts is that a 
larger facility does not mean a 
larger correctional center. The 
new facility, he Says, will house 
! 
, .......~.,,. , . . . , , ,  ~ : : : -  : : i / i :  :i ~/:i ~ 
How o the S and 
~ 'i . . . .  ~ : - i . . . . .  : " : .  . . . .  • 
Terrace city council has, of. 
fered, their support to a local 
teacher who has applied for a 
~cience Council of B.C. grant to 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  B.C. forest industry 
to that in Sweden. 
Copper Mountain Elementary 
School teacher Bill Hayes told 
council recently he would like to 
find out why the Swedish in- 
dustry can get two and a half 
times the Value out of the same 
tree and how the industry is able 
to support 600,000 workers as 
opposed to 250,000 in B.C. Both 
areas, hesays, have roughly the- 
same forest resource. 
There are some clues as to 
their :success, however. In 
Sweden, according to Hayes, 
there are about 240,000 small 
businesses producing a wide 
range of wood products com-~ 
pared to relatively few large 
companies in B.C. Because of~ 
this, he says, Sweden is able to 
market heir logs in a more com- 
petitive way and obtain a higher 
stumpage fee. What Hayes 
wants to discover .are the 
Swedish techniques and logging 
practices and how they might be 
adapted to the B.C. forest in- 
dustry. 
. .  i : - !~ i ) ; . : .  ' 
An exp ensive place 
to ,meet. 
) " ~. L 
. !  . . t z .  : . .  
Each year, half Of British Columbiag motor vehicle 
accidents happen at intersections, These intersection 
i: ~ i:~i enforcement will be watching intersections closely 
:i ii:ii: this m.  
accidents took a toll Of 13,000 inMries and more than 
120 lives in 1987. 
Even those of us who weren't directly involved 
were Still hurt- because the costs of intersection 
accidents add to the premiums of all motorists in the 
province. Clearly, we,re got to stop meeting like this. 
That's why ICBC and police departments 
throughout he province have joined forces in a major 
program to combat B.C~ crisis at the crossroads. The 
purpose of our 'Use Your Street Smarts" campaign 
is simply to remind drivers of some basic ~ rules 
they may have forgotten in the rush to beat traffic: 
• Don't run yellow, and especially red lights. 
• Stop tailgating: give the car ahead space to stop 
suddenly. 
* Take it easy when entering any intersection, 
especially when turning left. 
• If thereg any doubt about the fight-of-way, yield 
graciously. 
• Avoid unsafe lane changes and illegal turns. 
If any additional reminder is required, extra police 
ICBC 
we can dr ive 
insurance costs do~.  ,:> 
. ' ; . ,  
| 
iS 
_ • • .  o 
" ' '. . : " ' ! . . . : - '  . " i " "  :" ' ~ • 
I f  you wishto announce . ' . " "" " ~ .  . : . . ,1%~.~,~ . 
the birth of YOUR baby, please fill out the form 
"available in the maternily ward at Mills Memorial 
. , :,::.£:: [ 
Hospital We iviil pick up ),om" forms.ever.v week. 
LEO 






CUDMORE -- Mr. & Mrs! Clifford :ajld Diane Cudmore had 
a baby girl - -  Crissy Louise Cudmore - -  Sunday, Od:ober 8, " B, C, BY JOHNNY HART.  
1989 at 1:16 a.m. She weighed 6 !bs. 11 oz. 
DUTHIE - -  Cad and Joanne are the proud parents of /rlk~flg,.l~f, pl-d~ " ~/ '~ l~P IT  ~ ~PI~;WI~ AT'(O~TI~F.~lr-. .E,T~Y~k~! 
lbs.daughter12 oz.Sarnantha Lee, born on October 4, 1989, weighing 7 [Z~'N//IA ~ ~  c ~NEMI~T. ' f ' 00 .~ ~ %, ~ / 
r poTl~Ar .~ 
MUNSON -- Rob and Vera]ynn are proud to announce the ' " ~ ,~ ~ ~. [  
arrival of Isaac Curtis, born September 16, 1989 weighing 9 ~" . . . -  
• lbs.: 6 ozs. A brother for Matthew and Gabriel. Grandparents 
are Curtis and Joan Munson and Sig and Rhoda Sort. 
4~.~ 
• .. ., .o : - - -  
• ~ : .  • ~- - em~'m,,m~t,,~cm ,NO =" =,t~*.~itZr=,~r.~ raz .~n l~ , 
I The Ryatts IBy lackEIrOd 
,or,. 
I Sally Forth I By Oreg  Howard  
' 
Ql l . l r  ,11" - I t l l~  /~11C 
ge~i~=~J) ~ 1  you i l  
Mar .  IN*Apr .  19  Ur lngS  a C l lange  ilJ p ro less iona l  s ta tus ,  ue  s incere  
in motives. 
TAURUS Reach for higher goals as they are easy to attain 
Apr.20-May 20 under present favorable aspects. New oppor-  • / 
tunities come your way. 
GEMINI Subtle changes take place, An old ol:der passes. 
Ma~ 21June 20 A new order takes over. You want to be free of 
restrictions. 
CANCER Disruptive legal encounters can be the source of 
' "" '"""""  I.AndyCapp , ~"' ByRegg ieSmythe  I 
VIR(;O 
Aug. 23-Sept. 22 
LIBRA 
Sept, 23-Oct. 22 
SCORPIO 
Oct. 23-Nov. 21 
SAGITTARIUS 
Nov. 22-Dec. 21 
CAPRICORN 
Dec. 22-Jan. 19 
AQUARIUS 
Jan. 2g-Feb. 18 
PISCES 
Feb. 19-Mar. 20 
mental stress. Your relationships are trying to 
teach you. Let them. 
Goiug to extremes in diet, or physical fitness pro- 
grams, could be hazardous to your health, Pra.c- 
ticemoderation. 
The social side of life takes on new direction. 
Creative talents are prominent. Speculation, or 
games of chance, could be profitable.. 
A change in rcsidential surroundings canbe ex- 
pecled--inunediat c, or ill a year or two. A step up. 
Your i|ltuitive nlind absorbs enlighlenhlg infor- 
nlalion fronl all wllo cuter your circle. It's a very 
progressive period. 
Financial affairs fluctuate. Sudden gain is likely 
through a clever business arrangement. Be realistic 
iu presenting you r ideas. 
As you face your changing world, you become 
open to experiences you =lever allowed before. 
Life takes on a new look. 
Relationships are governed by the signals you 
send out. Bread cast o,  the waters will come back 
to you. 
Group press~,rcs may seem overwhelming. Fol- 
low your : .... .....,_ ,~_,_,... . . . . . .  ~_,......~...,,.. 
Yon Call 
i 
I ' Doonesbury  
~i ~ , . . . . .  BERT'S 
we cater ~or iaroe a~ :: i: :,' ~i 
small parties.and ptcnlcS, i
:,i!: ;~ ~ . . . .  _ 4603 Park Ave' Terrace (across from the-librar),}" :,~: ~ : .... 
• . . . .  : r . ,  
~'=i i [ i  ] i ' r~ ' - " ]  Th i ] i  i" 
¢ 
BY GARRY TRUDEAU J 
/~ ,WOy/A~ A BA77F_-R/,~/~ M4 IN'/0 
RAta OU~l~ A NOTZaP,~U~ ~/~ 
i:. 
C~.y!~HrMr~,U~: I I~lNI ~A.~ n~l  
• , -  , , . "  : 
• ' : ' ,  . .:; ": 
- . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . .  Terrace Review-- Wednesday, October 18,'1989:' 
!~iiThe::':'following convictions 
"tob~k'plab~ ih:Terrace provincial 
adult criminal court during the 
month of September," according 
to dnfo~;nation provided by /he 
court registry,, 
Friday, September 1 
Kevin Brown was fined $400 
and given a six month drivers 
license suspension for impaired 
driving and fined $150 for ob- 
.structing a po!ice officer. 
Tuesday, September 5 
Albert Meyer was fined $350 
f6r driving with a blood alcohol 
content over the legal limit. 
Spinder Oosel was fined $25. 
for possession of a prohibited 
weapon. 
Beverly Tommy was .~en- 
tenced to six months in jail for 
theft. 
Thursday, ,September 7 
Robert Lincoln wa sentenced 
to 14 days in]alland given asix 
month drivers license suspension 
for driving with a blood alcohol 
content over the legal limit. 
James Ooodwin was fined 
$600 and given a six month 
drivers license suspension for 
driving • with a blood alcohol 






The B.C. Ministry of Social 
Services and Housing has an. 
nounced an agreement with the 
Salvation Army concerning 
emergency procedures. These 
procedures would be im- 
plemented on a provincial level 
in the event that: mu~cipal 
emergency ~ response resources 
become overwhelmed. 
by Pare Whitaker 
ce ,court :convmctmons in September 
Friday, September 8 and sentenced to 14 days in jail tained by a criminal offense, given a one year drivers license 
Hem Raj Jaswal was fined for cultivation of marijuana. DrakeAlexander Morven was suspension for driving with a 
$150 for theft. Friday, September 15 fined $50 for theft, blood alcohol content over the 
David Aaron Janke was fined Erick:Christiansen was sen- George Leason Leason was legaHimit. 
$500 and given a one year tenced totwo, three-month con, sentenced to 30 days in jail for Wayne James Ward was fined 
drivers license suspension for current jail sentences on two theft and 30~.days to be served $500 • for driving without due 
impaired driving, counts of driving with a blood consecutively for failing to com- care and attention. 
..Edwin Willard Stevens was alcohol content over the legal ply with a condition of recog- Friday, September 29 
fined $700 and given a six month limit, nizance. 
drivers license suspension for Mark Dwayne Kurek was Loran Popoff was sentenced Darrel Vincent Paulson was 
impaired driving, fined $600 and given a one year to 30 days in jail and placed on fined $400 for assault. 
Percival Alexander Willie was drivers-license suspension for probation for two years for re- Johnna Marie Quigley was 
fined $75 for theft, driving with a blood alcohol fusing to provide a breath sam- fined $400, prohibited from 
Robert Stanvick was fined content over the legal limit, pie to a police officer, driving for one year, and placed 
on probation for nine months 
$400 and given a one year .Kathleen Scholz was fined Monday, September25 for impaired driving. 
drivers license su'spensioz~ for $500 and given a one year driv- Mitchell Lagimodiere was 
driving with a blood alcohol ers license suspension for im- fined $400 for assault. YOU HOLD THE KEY 
content over the legal limit, paired driving. 
Terrance Munday was sen- Jose deMedeiros was fined Thursday, September 28 YOUR FUTURE 
tenced to 14 days in jail,'placed $100 for violation of a bylaw. Nail Kenneth Benson was ---'~="~ , r ,~"~.~?  
on probation for three months, Charlotte R. Derrick was fined $350 for impaired driving 
and given a one year drivers fined $50 for driving without a and $350 for refusing to provide 
license suspension for impaired valid license, a breath sample to a police 
officer. Benson was prohibited 
driving. Friday, September 22 from driving for six months. WHY RISK IT ALL? 
Thursday, September 14 Anita Carpino was fined $100 Arnold Edmund Brown was 
Daniel Carson was fined $500. for possession of property ob- sentenced to 30 days in jail and 
According to Mrs. John 
Harker of the Salvation Army in 
Tel'race, a workshop in this area 
will probably be held in about a 
month to determine the Terrace 
church's participation in the 
program. 
The Ministry of Social Ser- 
vices and Housing is responsi- 
ble, in the provincial emergency 
• response plan, for the Coordina- 
tion of essential social services. 
Thus the workshops will focus 
on creating an efficient emergen- 
~:y delivery system, as well as the 
provision: of counselling services 
to displaced persons. Also, the 
supervis ion of chi ldren 
separated from their parents, 
support for confused elderly v ic;  
tims and the care of handicap- 
ped people evacuated from care 
facilities will be addressed. 
Claude Richmond, Minister 
of Social Services and Hous!ng, 
said: "This is an excellent exam- 
ple of the growing partnershi p 
between government and private 
organizations. The Salvation 
Ai'my has a long history of pro- 
viding for the needs of people." 
He finalized the agreement 
:w i th  Lieutenant ,Colonel  
William Kerr of the Salvation 
Army.on.Aug. 8, 1989: " 
BLANKET CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 
These Ads appear inthe more than 90 Newpspers of the B.C. and Yukon Community NewspaparsAssoclatlon 
and reach morethan I ,¢O,O0O homes and a potentlaltwo million readers. 
$159. for 25 words ($3. per each additional word) 
Terrace Review at 635.7840 
: -  
. " : .  - 
AUTOMOTNE 
ACTIVE AUTO BROKERS, dis- 
~. 1 agenl for Active Bailiff ~erv- Repos~ssions, estate, 
legab, Cars, trucks;-,motorho~ 
boats. Call Mr, Pdce (only), 
(604)434.10'19, D~.,~78.. :~ 
LEASE. OR BUY ~ Short-term 
lease returns. 1989 Dodge Cam. 
• van,7-~/Zssenger; 1989 Aerbstar 
XLT; 1989 Topaz, loaded: 1988 
Bronco XLT. Call collect, 1-{604}- 
986-4291, D]ck4-1arold, 8:30a.m.- 
8:30p.m. DL8633. 
No money down O.A.C. Lease/ 
buy any new/used car or truck 
,Deal direct with factory broker. 
Call collect NOW. (604)290- 
3659. 0.6099. 
SPECIAL'88 AND '89 Ford truck 
boxes, new dealer stock, $995 
plustax. Includes talgights, 
tailgate. Steve Marshall Motors 
Ltd., Campbell River, B.C. 
(604)287-9171, local 48. 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
START YOUR OWN IMPORT/ 
EXPORT business, even spare 
time. No money or experience. 
Since 1946. Free brochure: 
Wade World Trade, c/o CAn. 
Small Business Inst. Dept Wl, 
• 1140 Bellamy Fld. N. #I, Scad0or- 
ough,.Onlado M IH 1H4, 
ESTABLISHED 44-SEAT RES- 
TAURANT in Dawson Creek. Will 
sell land; building and equipment 
or just equipment with yeady 
lease on building. (604)788-3711 
or (604)782-9111. Askfor Glen. 
RENT-A-WRECK FRANCHISE. 
Maximize profits in your current 
business by adding on a Rent-a: 
Wreck Franchisel Rent-a.Wreck 
is Canada's ~es~ and most suc- 
cessful used car rental company. 
Exercise your maximum buM- 
heSS potential by enhancing what 
you already havel For fudher in- 
formation contact: . Rent-a- 
Wreck, #420, 1414-8th St. S.W., 
Calgary, AB, T2R 1J6. Tele- 
phone: (403)226-0600. Fax: 
(403)244-2236. 
ESTABLISHED TONING AND 
TANNING SALONS for sale. 
One in Vancouver area, eke- 
hagen area and' Nodhem B.C. 
Will ssll as going concern or 
equipment only; (604)788-3771, 
FAX (6O4)788-3772, 
BE YOUR OWN BOSS! Own 
your own business ~ orf/t work- 
Ing from your home. Do you want 
fkmndal independence? We o~fer 
a luctativeoppodunlty, ain~o~t no 
InvsstmenL Phone (604)944- 
0690 for your appointment, or 
write Tenlsh Marketing Inc, P.O. 
Box 17, Pod Coqultlam, B.C., 
V3C 3V5 for more Info. 
" ' " ,  r 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
WORK AT HOMEI Earn'up to 
$300 a day. Take orders for pub- 
~llsher. People call.you. (604)505-: 
:0565 or writs #79,15265-105th 
Ave.;~tmey, B.C., V3R 1S1.: :::~ 
coastal town ~B.O, 4 licensee, 
-family-run business. Box 813, 
Soohe, B.C., V0S 1N0. (604)647- 
5408. 
ATTENTIONI Make $300+ per 
month ~ home. Turn'TRASH into 
CASH. Become a Refunder. 
Send sell-addressed stamped 
envelope: Refund Spedalist, BOx 
108, Horsefly, B.C., V0L 1L0. 
S 
BIJ$1NESS PERSONALS 
BEAUTIFUL FAITHFUL ASIAN 
LADLES sesksinesre single gen- 
tlemen for fdendsNp~mardage. 
Free photo,brochure. Write Box 
60283, Lsa Vegas, Nevada, 
89160. (702)451-3070, leave 
name, address. 
XXX-FANTABY. Kindle the flame 
of love wflh malure adult prod- 
ucts. Full-color 31-page cata- 
Lk)gue, $4. Pdvacy guaranteed. 
EEDS, Suite 1372, 1124 
Lonedale Ave., North Vancouver, 
B.C., WM 2H1. 
"EQUIPMENT & MACHINERY 
ELECTRICITY FOR ,~LE or renl 
- Cste~llar generators 350, 250, 
75, and 50 kw; Lister 3.5 thru 30 
kw; 10' metal break; brake disc 
rotor machine; Hoflman wheel 
balancer. Call collect NOW 
(604)860-4000 (24 hrs.) 
FOR SALE MISC. 
Llghtlng fixtures. Western Can- 
adr.'s largest display, Wholesale 
and retail. Free catalogue avail. 
ebb. Norburn Lighting Centre, 
4600 East Hastings Street, Bum- 
sb~,, B.C.. VSC 2K5. Phone 
(6o4) 299-o668. 
GOVERNMENT CASH 
GRANTS NOW AVAILABLEII 
1989 Edition listing provincial4ed- 
eral grants for businesses, farm- 
ers, students, artists, seniors. 
$24.95 cheque, credit card, 
C.O.D. Oakdale Publishing, 
#200, 4505-101 St., Edmonton, 
T6ESC8. (403)434-4444. 
NORITAKECHINAsALEI Avoid 
year-end price Ir~reaess, Order 
howl Terrific discount on CUR- 
RENT patterns. Delivered well- 
0acked, Insured. Specify your 
Nodlake petteml For price list, 
8hipping details, call Alexander's, 
The Norllake Exped$," Toronlo, 
toll-free: 1-600.263-5896,10am- 
51m~ EDT. Clipand save. 
FOR SALE.MISC. 
YOU R CHIEI~IS THE STAR In an 
excitlng adventure. ~ Nov let Is 
Christmas deadline. Hurry for 
free Information. Dane Re- 
scuicea, Dept ]]02,1248 Fed St., 
~¢~,  B.C.; VsV 3t2. 
=, -'r ~"~ "7 - '~ ,  . . . . . . . . . . .  " r r - -  
-: SEVE~I NEW TONING TABLES, 
$22,000 imfudeefreighl & Iraln- 
ing. 5-year guarantee. Limited 
time Inventory reduction offer. 
Futrex 5000 fitness computer, 
$1,500. Comp~te body wrap kll, 
$1250. Tone O" Mark= Canada 
Ltd., 1-800-667-5825. 
BATEMAN, "The Challenge - 
Bull Moose." Order deadline 
November 1. Issue price $485. 
Image Gallery price $385. 
(6o4)392.~so. 
STAINED GLASS HOBBYISTS, 
cndlspersons and studios: Order 
your stained glass supplies by 
mall and aava 80% to 50%. To 
order your tOO-page catalogue 
send $5 (refundable) to The 
Place, 50 Ste-Anna, Pcints- 
Claire, Quebec, H9S 4P8. Visa/ 
MO orders, call 1-800-363-7655. 
"ORDER BY MAIL" - Lovers' 
Toys, Sexy Novelties. - $4 cckmr 
catalogue. Love Nest, 161 East 
let Street, North Vancouver 
B.C., V7L 1B2, (604)987-1175. 
,See this ed every other week. 
GUN BARGAINS: Save up to 
40% by sul0scribing to "The Gun- 
runner." The Canadian monthly 
newspaper listing hundreds of 
new, used, modern and antique 
firearms for sale or trade. Sub. 
• scdptkm $20/yearto: Gulzunner, 
BoX 565T, Lethbddge, Alia., T1J 
3Z4. Sample copy$1.75. 
GENSTEEL BUILDING SYS. 
TEMS. We manufaCture a com- 
plete line of metal building sys- 
tems for your design needs. 
Please call (604)988-2199, North 
Vancouver, B.C. Commercial. 
Indusldal - Mining -Forestry. 
Recreation. 
LIGHT FIXTURES, electdcal 
motom, generators, phase con- 
veders, transformers, fans, weld- 
ers, wiring materials. Phone for 
free literature. FRIESEN ELEC- 
TRIC, AUx)tsford (604)B59-7101 
o¢ 1-800-663-6976, 
GARDENING 
DISCOVER THE ULTIMATE 
GARDENER'S STOREI Green- 
houses, hydroponics, lighting; 
Over 2000 I:xoclucts plus garden- 
Ing books. Call toll-free 1-800- 
663-5619 for tree catalogue. 
WESTERN WATER FARMS, #3- 
20120-64th Ave.; Langley, B.C,, 
V3A 4P7~ .. 




Managers Corrsspondencs Cer- 
tificate ¢oures for aptsJcondes/ 
t'hese/mlnl-etorega. Guaranteed 
Placement As~stance'. RMTi, 
901-700 W. Pander-,' Vm~ouver, 
BC, V6C 1G8; (6d4)681-64~6. 
FASHION... A CUT ABOVE THE 
REST. Celeste Desi~ brings the 
" pub0c a sb'gdng laaldon statemerj 
with affordabllily. Styles enable 
women to dress for c0mfort and 
success. Becomeapadofoneof 
Canada's fastest~growlng Home 
Fashion partyindustdes. With ar 
unequalled opportunily foe great 
personal and finandal rewards, 
Celeste Fashion Consultants can 
abo w~ lab~tr lps  and p~.  
If you are a seff-molivated, high- 
energy person who loves fashion 
CALL 521-4179, Monday-Friday, 
9-5. 
PRESS OPERATORS. Experi- 
ence required on an A.B. Dick. 
Benefit program. Sand resume Io 
Box 2560, Banff, AB, T0L 0L0, 
"IWICE-WEEKLY with CP wke 
averaging 40 broadaheet pegee 
weekly requires energetic, ss|- 
, motivated Advedlalng Manager. 
The successful candidate for thla 
challenging position will have 
newspaper 8ales and layout ex- 
perisnes and work to high stan- 
dards directing two sabs repre. 
sentalives. Attractive salary/ 
commission arrangement. Bene- 
fits Include health, welfare and 
denial. Cestlegar is located on 
the Colurrbla River near Trail and 
Nelson, two markets to be fudher 
developed. We beve Selkirk Col. 
legs, 18-hole championship golf 
course, tennis, skiing, boating, 
arena, community centre, new 
aqustlo centre. Served dally by 
two aldines. Rush detailed res- 
ume and samples of work to: Bud 
Campl0ell, Publisher, costlegar 
News, Box 3007, Castleger, B.C., 
V1N3H4. 
PERSONAL 
LUPUS -DISEASE IN DIS- 
GUISE.' For Information wdte 
Box 3302, Sin. B., Calgary, AB, 
T2M 4L8 or phone 1-800.661. 
1468. 
WANTING TO GET IN TOUCH 
with relatives or Mends of per- 
sons Injured or.ldlled in logging 
accidents In Canada. Lal'a group 
together and change some laws. 
Wdte G. Hutchlaon, 1832 Nodh 
{~l£)01e Hwy, Lake Wodh, Rodda, 
LONG-LOST HALF-SISTER: 
Ninde please 'call Hector 
Mad.een-Angus, (504)747.~1475 
~wdta 981 Maple Helghls Road, 
~2uesnel, V2J 3X2. 
PERSONAL 
• ADULT CONTACTS for Discrete 
Swingers.J.adies Ads free. Wdte: 
for exciting delalla to: Amanda, 
~dle 1, Box 4915, MPO, Var~ou- 
ver, B.C., V6B 4A6. 
REAL ESTATE 
B.C. REVENUE; 14.6% net with 
i~/opplantiid for 21%. 10-unl 8.yr.~kl 
no centre, $625,000 f.p., 
terms. Henry Deanoyer, Trade- 
land Realty Ltd., 3410 Cold. 
stream Ave., Vernon, B.C., V1T 
fY2, (S04)64.S~.,S or (6O4}642- 
8712 eves. 
RENTALS 
rooms, gas nre~aoos, co~rsn- 
lently located, Chllliwack Cotton- 
wood Retirement Village, 7610 
Evans Road, Sardls. ~95/mo. 
To view, (604)~.  
SERVICES 
Mess ie r  ICBC and Injury clabm. I A. Wener, trial lawyer for 21 
sam. Call collect, 786-$500 
r. If no recovery, no 
fee. No Yukon enquides. 
ICBC INJURY CLAIMS? Call 
Dale Cart-I-lards- 20 years a trial 
lawyer wllh five years medical 
school before law. 0-669-4922 
Vancouver). Expedenood in 
sad Injury and other major 
claims. Percentage less avail. 
able. 
POND AID. Cutdne for algae free 
clean water. Odor free. Free 
consultation. Call, write: Natural 
Aid Products, #1, 4416-61 Ave. 
S.E., Calgary, T2C 1Z6. 1-800- 
661-8467, 1-403-279-8881. 
WORKED IN AUSTRIA? You 
might be eligible forpereion. Free 
professional consultation. Call 
669-1325. ".A.blauffdsl zwsck 
Berechtigung einer eventuell 




Fall & Winter Seat Salal 
Orrrraat travel bargains: Lon- 
don from $559; Amsterdmn 
from $599; Frankfurt from 
$698; Munich from $~8,  
KAEGI TRAVEL, Vmcouver, 
B.C. Tel.: (604)879-6858 and 
SAVEIIII 
EGYPT, March 1990. Join thla 
fascinating tour throughout Egypt 
.~h Lask, pr~essJona Egyp~ 
tour leader and Egyptian cot- 
leagues. This unique tour not of. 
femd anywhere lss. Inlormalion : 
days/evenings, (604)576-8178~ " 
78~,(504)487.,~,m. , .... : : • 
" ~ . . . . . . . .  '~ - . ; ,  '~  . . . .  - - . .  ~ • - -  - - ~ 4~ ,~ ,  
, , , .  . . 
Rev~:.Wednesday. October 18.,1989 , ,  :; . ~:• . ,~:;:v.~,,:;~:~:~ 
























All classified and classified 
display ads must be prepaid/ 
by either cash, Visa .or 
.Mastercard. When phomng 
m ads, please have your card 
number and expiry date 
ready. 
CLASSIFIED AD DEAD- 
LINE: 10 a.m. on the Tues- 
day preceding publication. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY 
DEADLINE: 5 p.m. on the 
Monday preceding publica- 
tion. 
RATES: $4.50 for the first 
20 words per week, plus 20¢ 
for each additional word per 
week. All CAPITAL or 
boldface words are $1.00 ex- 
tra per insertion. $2.00 extra 
for box service (plus postage 
charge if required). 
REVIEW SPECIAL: Get ~e 
4th ad FREE. Four regular 
classified word ads for the 
price of three. Savings of 
$4.50 or more. Prepayment 
only. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY 
ADS: $5.75 per columm inch. 
Minimum of one inch. 
PICTURE CLASSWW, DS: 
$36.50 for 4 issues. Picture 
of automobiles and recrea- 
tion vehicles only. Non-com- 
mercial use only. 
TENDERS AND LEGAL 
NOTICES: $7.00 per column 
inch per insertion. Minimum 
one inch. 
FOR SALE - -  One Norwegian Elk- 
hound puppy, 12 weeks old, CKC 
registered, has had first shots. Both 
parents available to view. For more 
Information, phone 632-5218. 10118p 
RED CROSS LOAN Cupboard. The 
new hours for the Terrace Loan Cup- 
board are as follows: 
Mondays from S to 11 a.m. 
Thuredaya from I to 3 p.m. 
The Cupboard is located. In the 
Skeena Health Unit, 3412 Kalum 
Street. Emergency. inquiries can be 
made In between service hours at 
the following numbers: 635-2122 or 
635-7941. 10125p 
$28,000 per year, part time, your own 
business. For appointment call 
David at 635-4618. tfnc 
1979 Ford Cobra, new tires. $1,800 
OBO. Phone 635-6280. 10118p 
Person to work with elderly and 
handicapped people in their homes. 
Qualifications: a nursing back- 
ground or the Continuing Care 
Assistance Course. On call to start 
with potential for full or part time 
work. For more Information, contact 
Betty Stewart, Home Support Ser- 
v Ices, 635.5135. 10/25¢ 
Welcome Wagon opening In Ter- 
race. Re-entering the work force? 
Part time work, flexible hours. 
Availability of car and use of 
typewriter. Community Involvement 
an asset. Phone Vi Mlddleton, 
Hostess, 635-5672. 10125p 
Wanted: pert time clerical help. up 
to 20 hours weekly at $8.00 per hour' 
depending on experience and 
qualifications. Call 635-2063 for 
more Information. 10115¢ 
Bolero tra~tor with lawnmower & 
snow blower, $5,000. Utility trailer, 
$150. Phone 635-3294. 10125p 
19111 8hp garden trsetor. Complete 
with 44" rototlller with 8 hp engine, 
44" lawn mower, 44" snowblower, 
48" blade, Replacement value 
$9,000. Fall special $4,000. Phone 
035-2652. 10/25p 
CI,/~IEDS 
Newspaper oll ends from $5 to $25, 
depending on size. Phone 635-7840. 
tfnp 
One 36.Inch Franklin fireplace, small 
airtight wood stove, various and 
miscellaneous lengths of chimney, 
rain cap and plenum, between two 
and three cords of mixed birch, 
alder, jackpine and hemlock 
firewood, seasoned for four years. 
Entire package, $200. Call 635.7840 
days, 6354810 evenings, ask for 
Mike. tfnp 
Deal directly with the factoryl Get 
yourself a new Electrolux for only 
$399 plus $25 shipping charge. This 
is a 1989 model clearout sale. So get 
yours while quantities last. Phone 
635-3066. 10/25¢ 
Moving -- Must Selll Table & 5 
chairs, $150. China cabinet, $150. 
Desk, $150. Waterbed, $150. Dual 
reclining love seat, $500. Bunk bed, 
$450. Entertainment centre, $200. 
Plus more. Phone 635-3294. 10125p 
DIAPERS INDISPOSABLE -- Form 
fitting, 100 percent cotton flannel- 
ette with adjustable velcro fasten- 
ers. Exclusive extra absorbent 
center. Environmentally friendly, 
time,saving, comfortable end 
economical. Phone 638-1204. 12/6p 
AI"rENTION MOGSE HUNTERS - -  
meat cutting block for sale. Solid 
wood with metal frame. Call Bruno 
at 835-5392 days or 635-3301 eve- 
nings. 11/5¢ 
For sale -- drapes, $200 and $180; 
two drapery rods, $10 each; two kit- 
chen stove fans, $,30 and $100; two 
folding chairs, $8 each; kitchen 
faucet with spray, $15; two foam 
pillows, $15 each; sofa, $250; foot 
stool, $25; chair, $75; baby safety 
gate, $8; playpen, $30; car seat, $30. 
Phone635-3303. 10125p 
Deluxe sowing machine cabinet, has 
cutting table and lots of storage 
space. Excellent condlUon. Asking 
$400. Phone 638-0240 after 4:30 p.m. 
or anytime on weekends. 10118p 
New 8.piece Roxton maplewall unit, 
30" wide, 14" deep by 70" high. Two 
book case units, bar-entertainment 
unit. Paid $4,850, will sell for $3,500. 
Phone 638-0240 after 4:30 p.m. or 
anytime on weekends. 10118p 
GARAGE SALE - -  Oct. 21,10 a.m. to 
4 p.m. Moving out. Logging, 
renovating, camping Items, as well 
as toys and assorted collected stuff 
and furniture. Lotno. 8, Kleanzs 
Drive. Phone 635-3294. 10/18p 
jL NORTHWEST COMMUNII g COLi ]GF, TERRACE CAMPUS- Telephone: (604)635-6511 
Offers 
TRADES TRAINING PROGRAMS 
PICK YOUR TRADE...and...NAME YOUR JOB! 
High demand and low supply have made service technicians and mechanical 
tradespeople the most sought after people in the North American Job Market. 
"The dhor~lp dyoug ' / LPP~CES '  MB rmdzed the cdmm level" I 
O~u=. ~=k M,p=~ -A,,p,= raP) I 
There is still time to enroll in one of the excellent 
Northwest Community College (NWCC) Trades Training Programs. 
Automotive or Heavy Duty 
Millwright or Machinist 






For rent -- main floor of house on 
quiet street near downtown. Two 
bedrooms, frldge, stove, dish 
washer, washer and dryer, fenced 
back yard, covered parking, suitable 
for single or quiet couple. No  
Smokers, no pets please. Available 
almost Immediately. $4751month, 
plus hydro, natural gas and utilities. 




1,000 sq. ft. office, 
store or shop space• 
ILots of parking. For 
I further information phone 635.3355. 
Sweet Home Stove Works; heavy 
cast iron, takes large blocks of 
wood. Excellent heating source 
for large or small home. 
Everything Included: stove; 
stove pipes, wall inserts and 
screen..Asking. $800. Phone 
635-3920. 10/1 l p 
FRESH 
LAMB 
45 HEAD OF EWE'S 
633-2240 
FOR RENT 
,1 ,  2 & 3 bedroom apartments 
, Laundry facilities & balconies 
, At the corner of Kalum & Sootl 
.~ CIo8e to downtown & schools 
Rents start at $340.00 
., References required. 
Woodland Apartments 
635-3922 or 635.5224 
MOUNTAINVlEW 
APARTMENTS 
Centrally located, clean. 
quiet, security intercom, on- 
site manager. Spacious one 
bedroom units, laundry 
facilities and parking. 
638-8398 tent  
Three bedroom mobile home in 
Thornhlll Trailer Park; natural gas 
heat. Asking $8,500. Phone 
635.4453. 10125p 
Sewlr, ed Pads For Rent 
at Woodland Heights Mobile 
Home Court, 3624 Old Lakelas 
r Lake Road. $120 per month net. 
Phone 635.5407 after 6 p.m. tfnc 
I 1 I 
K|lum-Family Day Cars has open- 
Ings. Fenced yard, pets and toys. 
Ages newborn to 12 years. Full.time, 
part-tlmeor drop-In available. Phone 
638-8429 or 638.6395. tfnc 
Montessod Pruchoel has limited 
spaces open for 3 yrs, 4 yrs and 5 
yrs. For more Information phone 
638-1259. 10/25nc 
Wanted: Property or lot on Lakelse 
Lake, with or without cabin. Road 
access. Phone 6354737. 10118p 
FOUND - -  A diamond ring near 
Haugland Street. Phone Dale 
Sproale at 635.6653. 10/18nc 
New fishing hip waders, size 81/=. 
Paid $95, will soft for $50. Fishing 
chest waders, size 81/a-9, older, but 
very good condition. $35. Phone 
6380240 after 4:30 p.m. or anytime 
on weekends. 10/18p 
, Christmas Parties, 
, Weddings, 
, Banquets •
, Service Club Activities, 
~, Food  Service 
~, Dance F loor  
Ideal for groups of 50 --80 
Call early to book the 
Skeena Valley Golf &."Country Club 
for your preferred ate. 
3525 Golf Course Road 
• 635-2542 
~. Bar Service 
* • i J h ,., Music Available 
. (on request) 
r.e KlVal 
, ,  , . - 
THANK-YOU tO mark 
Wethe Hamilton family ..--='--~--~--r.,~c.,,.-r..-= 2 5 t h  year would like to express our 
ON heartfelt thanks to all our I NVITAT! ?riends and relatives for -~'.-~.~. 
TO BID - - -  Terrace city council's vote was the kind expressions o f  - -  .---....=. , - - . -  
sympathy and help, floral _~'-----"~---------~ una~-dmous, and the Pacific 
tributes, .all donations to ~''--~ ~ ~ ~ Northwest Music Festival's gala 
different charities, all sealed tenders marked "Arena Snow Province of" 25th Anniversary Grand Recep- British Columbia 
baking and food, cards Removal" will be received a tc i ty  Hall, Ministry of tion is all set for March16,1990. 
and letters which helped Transportation & Highways The cost to the city will be 
US in ourtragic Iossof our 3215 EbyStreet, Terrace, B,C., V8G 2X8 Terrace Highways District $3,000, but in recognizing the 
"Debbie." With special up to 12:00 noon local time, October 27, PUBLIC NOTICE many contributions of the 
thanks to. Rev. Stan The Ministry of Transportation Festival over the past 25 years 
Bailey, Dietary Staff at 1989. Specifications are available at and Highways is requesting pro. that's only $120 a year.., a 
posals to provide surveying on bargain for what has become Mills Memorial Hospital, tl~e Parks and Recreation office at 2320 the Queen Charlotte Islands on 
Lois Long, ;Joyce Presser, Kalurn street, Terrace. an "as and when required" one of the major annual attrac- 
Eileen Micks, Mary Bond, basis, tions in the Northwest. 
.Management and Staff at For more information, call 638-1174. Proposals submitted should in- PNMF president Norah 
clude equipment available, per- Ferguson says she expects at the Blue Boy ~Hotel and sonal qualifications and ex- 
Mr. Sport Restaurant , E.R, Hallsor perience and should also detail least 300 past organizers and 
',Debb!e's" co-workers. Clerk.Administrator any availabllityrestrictions, award winners to attend the 
, It should bs notedthat some or reception and adds this is only 
Thankyou City of Terrace a, Data Reduction may be re- one of several events planned to Gordle, Hazel, Donna, quired and that all equipment 
Sherrle, Darlene, Jerry, 3215 EbyStreet, necessary to complete the "celebrate this landmark year in 
works be provided by the appli- every way possible". 
Jenny, Lindyand Rhonda Terrace, B,C. V8G 2X8 cant. The Grand Reception will 
For more. Information please follow about two weeks o f  per- 
contact the following: 
Dwaln Hornland, Manager, Plan. formances by 1990 award- 
ning and Technical Services Ter- winning contenders. 
race, B.C., Phone: 638-3360 Fax: In coming months, the Ter- 
1981 GMC =¼-ton pickup, 6-cylinder, PROPOSED SILVICULTURE ~ PROVINCE OF 638.3316. 
,standard. Asking $3,700. Phons  PRESCRIPTION BRITISH COLUMBIA or race Review will take a look at 
MINISTRY OF Dave Byng, Area Manager/- the Pacific Northwest M~sic 
635-2868 or view at 29-3889 Muller Notlceofpre-harvestsilvlculture TRANSPORTATION Queen Charlotte Islands Port Festival since its humble be- 
Ave. 10118p prescription, pursuant o section AND HIGHWAYS Clsmsnts, Phone: 557.4277 Fax: glnaings in 1965, and highlight 
3 of the silviculture regulations. 557-4469. 
The following area has apropos- INVITATION TO REGISTER NOTE: All proposals will be some of the people and events 
ed prescription that will apply if Qualified parties who are cap-  received at the Skeena High. who have helped put Terrace on 
approval Is obtained from the able of teaching Ministry stan- ways District Office, #300 - 4546 the performing arts map. 
Ministry of Forests. The propoe- dard, one and/or three day, snow Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C., VSG 
Retired lady looking for room to rent ed prescription will be available avalanche safety courses to 
or house to sham. Has vehicle, for viewing until November 23, Min.l~.try.staff areinvited to sub- 1V4 nolatsr than 4:00 P.M., Oc- 
=.Iober. 3,1,.~1989. P, hone 798-2285. 10118p 1989, at ths location noted rnlt~61i'-~less~h"l~l~i~s, "cb0rs~ . . . . . . . .  
below, durlng •regular worklng outllnes, and Instructor esumes J.R. Newhouse 
• hours, to the Mlnlstry for approval. Dlstrlct Hlghways Manager 
To ensure consideration, any Following receipt of written Dated: October 16, 198§ 
written comme.nts must be made Ministry approval of course con- At: Terrace, B.C. 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
Tenders are inv i ted ' fo r  
miscellaneous overhead line 
work in the Terrace and Nasa 
areas. 
This work Includes poles, trans- 
formers, primary, secondary and 
services.. 
The successful contractormust 
be approved on  B.C. Hydro's 
P.S.S.P. local operating order for 
all live line wprk. 
Tender closes Thursday, Oc- 
tober 19, 1989 at  11:00 a.m. 
Copies of the documents am 
available at B.C. Hydro office at 
5220 Kslth Avenue, Terrace. For 
any further Information please 
contact Fred Peters at 638-5635. 
BChudro 
INVITATION TO BID 
Sealed ~Tsnders will be received/ 
by Terrace Co-op, 4617 Grsig 
Avenue, Te.rrace, B.C., V8G 1N2, 
attention Lawrence Gosselln, up 
to noon October 31, 1989 for 
Snow Removal of the Co.op 
parking lot. 
For. more Information call 
635-6347. 
Skeena Valley Meats 
to Rod Arnold, R.P.F., R.J.A. tent, qualified parties may pro- 
Forestry Ltd., 300C-4722 Lakelse cesd to schedule and advertise 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C., V8G 1R6, their courses as "Ministry ap- 
by the above date. proved." Applications to attend 
Forest Lloen'ce A.16386 approved courses will then be "PUBLIC NOTICE" 
C.P.: 005; Cut BIk: 001; Location: made directly by padiclpants. B.C. Hydro requests offers from 
Kwinatahl River N.; Area (ha): Those Interested in obtaining heavy equipment contractors in- 
101.3; Ammsnd. WN: No. Ministry approval for such terested in performance of snow 
courses may obtain the Request- clearing from substation yards 
Zaul Zsp Industries (1983) Ltd. For-Approval Terms of Refer- and access roads in the Terrace, 
P.O. Box 310 snce by contacting: Jack Ben-  Lakelse Lake and/or Kltimat 
Terrace, B.C. nstto, Manager, Snow Ava- areas. Such offers will be receiv. 
van am.q lanchs Programs, 940 Blanshard ed until 11:00 hours on 15 No- 
Street, Victoria, B.C.; V8W 3E6.  vember 1989. To obtain the re- 
. Phone 387.6361. quired documents please direct 
enquiries to Fay Armstrong, 
NOTICE TO CREDITORS Complete r quests for approval 5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, B.C.- 
must be received at the above (phone 638.5601) under refer- 
AND OTHERS address by November 3, 1989 to once to Local Work Contract 
Notice is hereby given to be considered. NumbsrsJ604andET04. 10125c 
creditors and others having : M,V. COLLINS 
claims against the following . DEPUTY MINISTER BC hudro  
estate. 
f LUELLE  LORRAINE REUM, Deceased, formerly of 4445 " Lazelle Avenue, in the City of Terrace, Province of British Col- PROVINCE OF umbla, are required to send full BRITISH COLUMBIA Too Late To Classify . 
particulars of such claims to the MINISTRY OF FORESTS 1979 Chevy V=.ton pickup truck, 
undersigned executrices, at 
4509 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace, CALLING FOR TENDERS 6-cylinder, 3-speed, standard. Good 
condition. $2,200 OBO. Phone 
B.C., V8G 1P3 on or before the Sealed tenders for the following: 635-7585. 10/25p 
15th, day. of November, 1989, Reslclual falling contract will be 
after which, date the, estate's 1980 Ford F-100 pickup, V ,8 ,  
assets will be distributed, having received by the District Man- automatic. Good condition. Phone 
regard only to the claims that ager, Ministry of Forests, Goner- 638.0090 after 6 p.m. 10/25p 
have been received. ~ al Delivery, Dense Lake, B.C., 
VOCIL0. LOS"r -- Two Siberian huskies, 
LOIS MARLAINE WEBBER and Contract:. SP89 R09-003 Residual silver/grey femalp .~,~ blue eyes, 
MURIEL O'BOYLE and black sp @ ~ f  .,de with one 
Executrices imatelyFalllng' 3173metreha.dOWnlocatedOn appr X-near brown ey¢ ~,0~b. clue eye. Lost In 
CECIL C. PRATT, ESQ. Llard and Hyland River. Viewing the 4800 ~ ,uk Lazelle. Phone 
Solicitor of this site prior to submitting a 635.4366 ortk35-6724. 10/25ne 
bid Is mandatory. Deadline for 
• receipt of tenders is.09:00 a.m. 
on November 3, 1989. Tenders 
must be obtained from the Min- 
istry of Forests District Manager . 
indicated. The lowest or any 635-7840 
tender will not necessarily be ac- 
cepted. 
I i 
now open for Custom Cutting, Game, Beef, 
• Pork and Sausage Making. 
Watch for our Retail/Wholesale 
Opening So-on 
635-6997 
s •9S9<::•21 "~:> < :~'<~ October  . I ' 
J ~ ~ . . 




For those who Complain 
about the condition of city roads 
or request an upgrade project 
for their street - -  there is a sim- 
ple fact they should consider 
first. The cost. 
Because Terrace city aldermen 
often receive complaints and re- 
quests regarding gravel and pot- 
holes, Director of Engineering 
Stew Chfistensen has compiled a 
list of upgrading costs for them 
to consider. Now, if you phone 
your favorite alderman with a 
street-related complaint, your 
only answer may be a gasp of 
horror. 
It looks simple at first glance. 
The city only has to pave the 
street. Right? That costs $65 a 
meter according to Christensen, 
about $1,200 for a 60-foot lot, 
and on a cost-sharing Local Im- 
provement Project it doesn't 
sound too bad .  What's forgot- 
ten, however, are the other costs 
that may be involved. 
For example, it probably 
means the construction of a new 
road base at $110 per.meter, and 
may also mean the installation 
of a new storm sewer, sanitary 
sewer and water main at a cost 
of $75 per meter each. This rum 
the total cost up to $400,a meter 
or about $8,000 for that 60-foot 
lot. Still interested? 
"Oft times we might see in 
our dreams a lot of roadwork 
going on. But...," was one 
alderman's reaction to the 
report. ' T in  astounded by  the:~i :~ 










Judy Jephson, a well-known 
person in our area, is about to 
leave Terrace for, at this point, 
a future unknown. 
Judy came to Kitimat in 1960 
as a teacher and taught school 
there• That's where she met 
Roe Jephson, who became her 
husband. His law practice mov- 
ed them to Terrace in 1962. 
Sadly, husband Ro~' passed 
away in 1976. 
Judy began her career in real 
estate in 1977, first with Park 
Ave. Realty, and for the last 
seven years she's been a realtor 
with Century 21. With her busy 
career, she still found time to 
serve the community in many 
other ways• She spent eight 
years on the board of directors 
for Northwest Community Col- 
lege, the last year as chair- 
person. She also spent time on 
the Emily Can" College board. 
Fo~ the past 12 years, she 
has belonged to the Chamber 
of Commerce and 11 of  those 
were spent on the executive, 
with a stint as president from 
1983 to 1985. She was also on 
• the executive of the Skeena 
Valley~ golf club. 
Leaving atown•where a per- 
son built a home, where her 
three boys were born and rais- 
ed, where many of her friends 
live, was not an easy decision 
to make. It did not come 
without a lot of thought. But 
now that the boys are on their 
own, she feels that it is time 
for a change. 
Says Judy, "A  person does 
not grow, if you don't 
change." Sheis looking for- 
ward to the challenges she'l l  
encounter along the way. Judy 
is leaving for Vancouver; but 
might not necessarily settle 
• , , . 
• . . ,  , , .  ,. : , :~! .  " 
O~t0ber 18; 1989- " 
Bi ts  "n " 
there. She will also 10ok 
around in the Fraser Valley. 
Judy won't be travelling to 
Vancouver by herself either--  
she will be accompanied by her 
four Cats and the dog. 
Reflecting back on her time 
spent here, she comments that 
Terrace is a terrific place: and 
that there are a lot of Oppor, 
tunities here. And Terrace is 
finally going to be that center 
they've been preparing for. " I  
will• always have a warm spot 
for Terrace," she says. 
We wish her all the best and 
good luck in her future 
endeavors. 
Family and friends gathered 
at the Knox United Church on 
Sept. 3 to witness the marriage 
of Jacki Cook ofTerrace and 
Randy Morawski of Van- 
couver. With Marilyn Brodie 
playing the organ, the wedding 
party entered the church to the 
traditional Here Come~ the 
Bride. 
The attendants of the Bride, 
Maid of Honour and best 
friend Janet Richter and 
Bridesmaid, cousin, Anne Eide, 
looked simply elegant in their 
black dresses with white ac- 
cessories, each carrying a single 
red rose. Janet Richter has 
been a long time friend0f the 
Bride. She flew over from 
Tokyo, where she is employed 
at the Royal Bank, tobe here 
for this joyous occasion. 
The Bride looked radiant and 
happy as she walked down the 
isle on the arm of. her father, 
Gerald Cook. 
The Bride's gorgeous long 
white dress was made of 
delicate lace, with a satin 
peplum and a beautiful satin 
train. Her all-white bridal bou- 
quet was made up of roses, 
carnations and freesia. 
The Bride was also carrying 
a small lace purse, which was 
carried by her mother on her 
wedding day, 29 years ago, 
This purse was originally made 
by Jacki's great aunt, Toos 
. Jlckl Cook, Randy Morewskl: married at Knox United 
Churc h September3, 
Verhorst, from the Nether- 
lands. The silver Claspon the 
p~se was 0ver 100 years old 
and 'the lace hankie inside was 
used by Jacki's great grand- 
mother on her wedding day. 
The great aunt; 80-year'old 
Togs Verhorst, canie over from 
Holland to be here for the wed- 
ding. 
The Groom, his Best: Man 
Tom Chin• and his brother 
Allan Morawski looked very 
handsome in their charcoal 
grey tuxedoes with paisley tie 
and cummerbund. Randy and 
Tom have been best friends 
ever since kindergarten. 
When the Bride arrived at 
the Groom's side, both the 
parents of the Bride and the 
Groom stood, and gave them 
their Blessing. Roy. Stan Bailey 
performed the wedding 
ceremony byreading the vows 
written by the Bride and 
Groom. Afterthe nuptials, fi-is 
and Teresa Morawski did a 
poetry reading from "The Pro- 
phet" by Kahlil Gibran. After- 
wards a reception was held at 
the summer home of Christine 
and Kolbjorn Eide at the lake. 
Mistress of Ceremonies for 
the evening was the Bride's 
aunt, Eva Boyd. Jacki's grand- 
father, Bill Visserman, gave the 
toast to the Bride, to which the 
Groom responded. Best Man 
Tom Chin gave the toast to the 
Bridesmaids. 
After a ddicious sit-down 
'dinn6r; shine hil;itious'iou~ifies 
were performed, followed by a 
dance. 
The happy couple spent heir 
honeymoon at Mount Layton 
Hot Springs. 
The newlyweds will reside in 
continued on page 23 
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Long.time Terrace resident Judy Jepheon, shown here with 
a faithful companion, is moving to the Vancouver area to 
look for new challenges. Alie Toopphoto. 
e Fine Dining in qulet surroundlngsl 
5 p.m. - -  10 p.m. 
4620 Lakelse Avenue 
638-8141 
This spot  c 
be your 
I i i 
Polly's Care 
Chinese & Western Cuisine 
. Fd. & Sat.  10:80 Lm.  - - .  I , .m. .  
• 8dnday  12.t)0 ll.m. - -  10 p.m. 
4913 Keith Avenue, 
638'1848 or 638.8034 
I I I I ' l l  i l i l l  1 : (  I I  . . . . .  . i . - , i1 .•1 . i  ] , . ( , , , :  
GIM'S  - 
RESTAURANT 
..~!'.~P" Chinese & Canadian Food ~'~'~- 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK _~JJJ~'}'~)' 
Men-  Wed i l  30 a.m. - -  IO'OO p m j 
'~.. . .  Thursday l l .30 a.m. , .lhO0 p.m.,-~/Y" 
Fri - Sat 11:30 a.m. - -  I;00 a.m. 
Sunday 12-00 a.m. 
4643 Park A venue 10"00 p.m.635.6111 
Copper , 
Grill 0,,.. 
Terrace Hotel 635-6630 
For your dining pleasure we have expande d
our Copper Grill Restaurant hours. 
Monday -- Saturday 
6:30 a.rn. to 10:00 p.m. 
Sunday -- 7:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. 
i i 
Specializing in Chinese 
I Cuisine and Canadian 
i D ishes  
I ,,o,o,o,0.... ,o,....o= 
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Themunicipal governments. 
of Terrace and Stewartwill 
make an effort to have the..boun- 
daries proposed in the .Fisher 
report on electoral riding reform 
redrawn before the recommen- 
dations become law. 
by Ted Strachan 
Following a motion by alder- 
man Bob Cooper at the Terrace 
• city councilmeet!_ng Oct. 10, city 
administration will be asking 
their Stewart counterparLs how 
they can help lobby Victoria to 
have Stewart severed from the 
newly proposed North Coast 
provincial electoral riding and 
~Zerraee Revle~ ~:Wednes~lay, October 18; 1989 23  
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.Pat Hansard, founder o f  
Abortion Recovery Canada, will 
be speaking in Terrace Oct. 25, 
7!30 p.m. at the Terrace !jbrary ~ 
basement as part of ~. tour 
through the Northwest. ...... 
become a scaled.down version There may be one problem in 
of the present Skeena con- bringing Stewart into Skeena 
stituency. According to Cooper, riding, though. Major Jack 
Stewart residents are more than: Taistra. points out that the 
a little upset by the Socreds' pro- thread that binds is the Nass 
posal and theywant no part of Valley. Once a part of the Atlin 
it. riding, as was Stewart, and soon 
There is a historic onnection to a part of the North Coast con- 
between Stewart and Prince stituency, as is  Stewart, where 
*Rupert, says Cooper, but it's a would the Nass Valley fit into 
connection that no longer exists, the scheme of things? 
With a newly paved highway, Changes  to Co-nstituency 
Stewart's business connections boundaries stillneed cabinet ap- 
are now with Terrace,, says proval, but that could come at 
Cooper, and as  far as any any time. New constituency 
government-willed political con- boundaries were drawn by Judge 
nection to Prince Rupert is con- Thomas K. Fisher following a 
cerned: "They (Stewart) can see review of existing boundaries by 
Alie Toop 
Port Moody and work in Van- 
couver. 
Out-of-town guests were: 
from Vancouver, Dave and 
Sandy Batchelor, Gord and 
Carol Simon, Hunter Ng, Dale 
Yuen, Tom Chin, Wil Liauw 
and his fiancee Teresa 
• Morawski, parents of the 
Groom John and Ina 
Morawski, sister Iris Morawski 
and brother Allan Morawski; 
from Amsterdam,Holland; 
great aunt of the Bride, Toos 
Verhorst; from Tokyo,' Japan; 
Janet Richter; from Salmon 
Arm, Waiter and Diana Neros; 
from Smithers; Harry and 
Audrey Kruisselbrink; from 
Hazelton; grandparents of the 
Bride Bill and Christina Visser- 
man, and uncle of the Bride 
Taede Visserman. • 
All of us have been in- 
fluenced at one time or other 
by trees, and so has Dawn Ger' 
myn. Dawn Germyn is an ar -  
tist, and she's having her first 
exhibition of some of her • 
.works at the Terrace Art 
Gallery. 
The exhibition iscalled 
Trees, as the artist has spent 
much time amonsst he trees." 
Dawn was born in Chemainus 
on Vancouver Island, where 
she Spent her• early childhood 
livingin floathouses on 
Cowlehan Lake, Goat Lake 
and Cumchewa Inlet. Her 
father was a logger and she 
would visit the virgin stands of 
timber with her dad, Over the 
Abortion Recovery Canada 
came into existence as a response 
to a perceived need to •address 
the problems faced by those who 
choose abortion as a Solution to 
a problem pregnancy. 
Hansard's lecture will •include 
an examination of Post Abor- 
tion Syndrome (P.A.S.). 
"Many women (and their• 
families) are now s~fering side 
effects.• from their abortions. 
Side effects produced:by: the 
strong emotions• of grief and 
guilt; such as: depressions, low 
self worth, substance. abuse, 
eating disorders, anger, sexual 
disfunctions, child abuse or 
neglect," she says. "We were 
• here to help anyone who has 
been hurt directly or indirectly 
by an abortion." 
Everyone is ~61come t0 hear 
this dynamic and nationally 
known speaker. 
- - " -  Continued from page 22 
years she realized, that what 
she loved most in the bush, the 
giant trees, were disappearing. 
It was in the summer of 1965 
that she discovered Lighthouse 
Park in West VancouveL It 
was like coming home. she 
knew that only passage of time 
would cut down these trees, not 
man. She spent he entire sum ..... 
mer drawing trees. 
Over the next years she, 
finished her education ~d ~ 
became a teacher. But after i0 
years teaching in the Nass 
Valley, she knew that 
something was missing and she 
• returned to her study of trees. 
The works on exhibit in the 
Gallery were done over a five- 
year period. They are the 
artist's rendition of how she 
sees the hemlock, the spruce 
with its massive trunk, the red 
cedar, the blue Douglas fir with 
the changing patterns of the 
bark, and other visions of 
trees, some of the pieces are 
large and magnificent. The 
Gallery lends itself very well to 
this show. There are also some 
fine miniatures on display. 
I encourage you all to see it. 
It is colorful and different. A
text is provided with the self- 
guided tour, 
Looking under Coming 
Events for Gallery hours. 
a task force under his guidance 
last year. His mandate was to 
redraw the boundaries o that 
each constituency would contain 
roughly the same number of 
voters - -  about 40,000 each. 
And redraw he did. Atlin and 
Omineca ridings disappeared al- 
together; becoming the brand 
new Bulkley Valley-Stikine 
riding with 29,639 voters, 
Skeena lost Smithers and 
Hazelton dropping from 43,436 
to 30,778, and Prince Rupert (to 
be called North Coast) grew, 
gaining primarily Stewart and 
the Nass Valley, from 23,712 to 
29,444_:_. 
But how much difference 
would the Kitwanga/Stewart 
corridor make? Maybe 1,200 
voters. This would drop the 
North Coast to 29,578, about 
the same as Bulkley Valley- 
Stikine, and increase Skeena to 
31,978. Terrace and Stewart 
politicians are going to find out 
if Victoria can live with that 
small change. Of course, if the 
Nass Valley is thrown onto plat- 
ter, the disparity would be much 
greater and the change would be 
sure to create some serious 
debate. 
Wail'known children's enter- 
tainer Charlotte Diamond 
will be in Terrace for one per- 
formance Oct. 25 at the  
R.E.M. Lee Theatre. Tickets 
to see the award-winning re- 
cording artist are available at 
Sight & Sound. Her ap- 
pearance here is sponsored 
by the Terrace French Pre- 
school. 
I'll talk to youall again next 
Wednesday, and don't forget; 
if you have an item for this 
column,• please phone me at, 
635-2723. Enjoy your week. 
, 
Builders &Heavy Construction Association mem- 
bers are on the road seven days a week monitor- 
ing and assessing, putting up winter signage, 
keeping roads clear with plows, sand and salt. 
As well, the three groups below have pro- 
duced abooklet of winter driving tips.Get one, 
free, at any of their offices. 
Finally, call the Road hffonnation number below 
whenever you're setting out on the winter road. 
TheWinter Roadshow isabout o begin. 
Performing well on winter oads is a real chal- 
lenge so get your act together now7 
First, your vehicle. Put on those winter tires, 
change the oil, add antifreeze and make sure 
the batte~ windshield wipers, belts, brakes and 
lights are in top shape. 
Second, your driving. Winter driving calls for 
special skills when you're starting, following, 
braking or find yourself in a skid, hydroplaning 
or stuck in snow. Be ready. 
You're not alone out there.The B.C. Road Together, let's drive safely all th e way to Springl 
, - , | 
For Up-to-the-Minute Road Information, call 
1-800-66~- l lW~ 660a-'977S 
'• (outside Ihe Lower M~n~md) (witMn the Lower M~lMmm') . . . . .  ' 
of ~ Ve ldde~ : ' 
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• Als0 on Hwy. 16 west, the 
Exstew railway crossing will be 
replaced w i than  overpass. 
Work on this project wi l l  begin. 
this month. + " • 
• As well, the location where a 
motorist lost his life last winter 
due to an icefall from a'. rock" 
outcropping will re•sire some 
immediate but temporary reins- 
'dial ,work.:A drainage ditch will 
be ;dug at the top of the out- 
cropping to direct moisture 
away from the. rock and prevent 
any ice build up. 
• The Nass Road will be de- 
dared a highways road this year 
and upgrading will take place as 
funds become available. Work 
will begin in April, 1990, ac- 
cording to Vant, and will even- 
tually reach Greenville and, with 
federal assistance, Kincolith. In 
conjunction with this work, said 
Vant, a bridge linking Canyon 
City with the outside world will 
be built. 
T~CE "-Minister of High- 
wayneNell - Vant was in Terrace 
r~ntiY on the second day of a 
Weeklong tour of the Norihwest. 
The purpose of his visit was to 
examine first-hand the priorized 
transpOrtation projects as sub- 
mitted by the North Coast De- 
veloPment Regi0n Task Force on 
Transportation last June. "To 
see first hand the many issues 
identified," said• Vant. 
The: North Coast subnnsston 
was one of eight from through- 
out the province and it is now 
Vant),s job to priorize a single 
list from a provincial perspec- 
tive. He says this involves "all 
modes of transportation -- 
road, sea, rail andair". 
From a regional view, Vant 
named the following projects: 
• The reconstruction f a sec- 
tion of Hwy. 16 west of Terrace 
will be upgraded to provide a 
"stable surface" for the winter 
and will be paved next spring. 
Home-based business 
workshop scheduled 
Y> • Contdbuted byBobble Phillips 
S.tarting or improving abusiness in the home - -  is that the answer 
Tor y0u? Why not join the 130,000 other people in British Columbia 
who started and are running successful home-based businesses. 
Come prepared to work hard putting your business together, or 
learning thethings you never had time for when youstarted your 
business. For a nominal investment in yourself, learn how to start 
and run that successful home-based business you have always 
dreamed about. 
The Honourable Elwood N. Veitch, Minister of Regional 
Development, in partner.~hip .with the Terrace and District i~hamber 
of Commerce, is offering an eight-hour home-based business 
workshop. By helping fledgling businesses to use the home as a 
• short" term incubator, •British Columbia's future big businesses can 
get a safe and sure start. Details for the workshop are as follows: 
Date: Oct. 20 and 21, 1989 
Time: Friday, 5:30 to 9:30 p.m. 
Saturday, 8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. 
Place: Room 2001, Northwest Community College 
Fee: $25 (includes manual and refreslunents) 
Topics covered: becoming an entrepreneur, choosing a business, 
putting a business plan together, doing a market survey, planning 
the business, marketing strategy, production and operations, finan- 
cial planning, bookkeeping, pricing, estimating sales,• cost control, 
making a profit, managing your business. 
For more information, contact Mrs. Bobble Phillips, Business In- 
formation Officer, Terrace and District Chamber of Commerce, 
635-2063. 
~ l I I ~  
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• Meet new friends 
• Great exercise 
• • Easy to learn 
• Instruct ion 
available 
• Low cost fun 
for• everyone! 
+++++++ 
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++ + " -R  MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 
to,.their' "_very legitimate con- 
ceres '  ' : . L ~e'" N~S..:.up~a "d~,. - 
would take .placeas ~e m{,ist~: •
and, ~bal •council dentify + and: 
.pnorize ieach :'sesmei~t of.work: 
:"This will'oe an ongoing consul- 
t~tive process ,', explained'Yant .'
Vant' talked about aCcess to  
Shames Mountain as well. He 
said that $1.2 million has al- 
ready been allocated and the top 
four kilometersare presently be- 
ing upgraded to  highway stan- 
dards. As for the lower nine 
kilometers, Vant promises $1.4 
million will be  included • in 
next year's budget. "I don't 
ant i c ipateany  problem 
budgeting," said Vant. 
While in Terrace, Vant also 
vantsaid he + hada ~,erypro- truck route throu8il townwith a a~dy beguh'on;the budgetary: "
ducfive meeting with the Nisga'a second overpass; the B.C. Fer-. process. 
Tribal C.ouncil where he listened ries schedule, and cost.sharing What remains to be seen,+ 
of access to Braum Island. Tal- though, is if this !'blueprint for 
stra.says ~at vant re~ivedtheir "+ action" --  whichwould.Provide 
informatioh andseemed to  -be a pro~'am for upgrading I:rsys -" 
Imowledgeable'. of the Terrace ~ terns and funding both short and 
C0itcerm, '. - " ' . • .,:" long termgoalsofUp to. 10 y~s.  
ce Curling Association 
Rink 635.5583 
Norah Jacques 635.2361 
, ~,~ (Membe~hi  p Chairperson) 
• Yo0th.Curlers sign up Now! 
: ~ : ~ ~ - , , "  . 
According to; Talstra, Vant 
realizes that Hwy. 16 within city 
bound~ies is currently' con- 
gested and not conducive tothe 
safe handling of i,dustrial traf- 
f ic.-We gotthe idea that they 
arelooking at preliminarypossi- 
bilities~" says Talstra. 
There is one hitch to .all 
Vant'S plans, however. He said 
that he Would have toured the 
province and integrated each 
regions concerns into one prior- 
ized list by the end of Novem- 
ben This list will then be pre- 
sentedto cabinet for approval as 
a part of the 1990/91 budgeting 
• will receive the same enthusi- 
asm from Cabinet. 
AIIWAY~ 
• QuAtr rv  
HOME CARE AND 
RERSONAL CARE PRODUCTS 
/UllllmlmlY 
(IuALrr  
'SKII9 CARE AND COSMETICS' 
Qe JLrry 
met with Terrace city council. I 
Among the items discussed, says 
mayor Jack Talstra, were a process. He said that work' has 
:_ Jezebels  Cabaret  s= 
• - want  you to see the • + 
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The package includes: Air~ure, + accommodations, pre-concert party and tlcket~';i '+ " 
SUPER OPENING SPECIALS OF 
YOUR ONE STOP SUPPLY CENTRE 
Battery Charger • 
(1 Metre Extension Cord) 
6112 Volt 
(CANADIAN) S3995 
24 Piece 1/2-inch 
Square Drive Socket • 
Wrench Set 
(JE Sl 19 9s 
"champion" Air Compressor 
"10"  hp Kohler Gas Powered 
ElectricStart. Twin Cylinder 
Complete with 
60 Gallon Tank s2,495 °° 
20 Litre Plastic Gas Can 
(SEPTER) s995 
Most Popular Domestic 
Oil Filter Fram 
for Cars and Trucks 
Watch for our upcoming Grand Opening. PH 8A PH 43 
Providing ihe beal In Paris and Sen/Ice. PH 13A PH 3387A 
Logging, Mining, Industrial and Aulomoflve supplies. PH 30 PH 3614 
$949 
a--each 
Y 
